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Calloway test results meet/exceed state avelages
Thompson:
TVA action County students outscore most in nation
lowers MES
electric bills C
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Rates for Murray Electric
System customers will actually
drop significantly in April
despite a recent 1.62 percent
MES hike as the Tennessee
Valley Authority temporarily
lowers its fuel cost charge.
MES General Manager Tony
Thompson said Tuesday the
decrease is based on demand
and price for coal, less replacement power purchased through
the wholesale market as well as
A slight increase in rainfall. That
means slightly more power has
been generated through the TVA
hydroelectric dam system.
"This is good because it
means that the six percent
decrease will offset the 1.62
percent MES increase reflecting
a net 4.38 percent decrease for
the next quarter which will end
June 30," Thompson said. ''At
this time we are not sure of what
TVA's fuel cost adjustment will
be for the quarter that begins on
July 1 "
Thompson said about 85 percent of revenues collected each
month by MES goes toward
paying TVA for wholesale
power purchased to provide
Murray's electricity needs.
'The remaining revenues are
used to cover operating expenses, debt service, and maintenance expenses of its power
system," Thompson said. -The
expenses associated with the ice
storm of late January and early
February were an unbudgeted

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
alloway County Middle
and High School eighth
tenth
and
graders
outscored most of their peers
across Kentucky and the nation.
According to a news release
from the district Tuesday.
CCMS students scored a composite 15.2 points on the
Explore program test for 2008;
beating a state composite (average)of 14.7 and a national composite of 14.9. Meanwhile
CCHS students scored a composite 16.9 on the Plan assess-

ment program; beating a state
composite score of 16.6, but
less than the national composite
of 17.5.
"We are pleased that our
scores meet or exceed the state
averages in all categories, but
we are not satisfied, and will
continue to work hard to
improve," said superintendent
Steve Hoskins.
The Explore assessment is an
academic readiness examination
for middle school students in
English, mathematics, reading
and science skills and provides
needs assessments and other

components to help students
plan for high school and
beyond. The Plan exam does the
same for high school students
and is considered a predictor of
ACT success and entering college.
The highest possible score on
the Explore assessment is 25
points. The highest possible
score on the Plan assessment is
32 points.
-The trend data for our
Explore and Plan results over
the last three years is very
encouraging
and showing
upward movement," said Randy

McCallon,
district assessment coordinator. "This
year we have
been able to
move forward
and I expect
this trend to
continue.
Haddon
The hard work
and focus our
high school and middle school
administration and faculty
members have exhibited is paying dividends. I am extremely
pleased with the fact that we
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Barry Futrell holds the 1951 Aim° High School class nng that his Aunt, Betty Lou Bizzell, had lost many years ago
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Daily Forecast
By

The Associated P•ses

Wednesday...Mostly sunny.
Highs in the lower 70s.
Wednesday night...Partly
cloudy in the evening...Then
mostly cloudy with showers likely and a chance of thunderstorms after midnight. Lows in
the upper 40s. Chance of precipitation 70 percent.
Thursday...Partly
sunny.
Showers likely and a slight
chance of thunderstorms in the
morning. Highs around 60.
Chance of precipitation 6C percent.
night...Clear.
Thursday
Lows in the mid 30s.
FrIday...Sunny. Highs in the
upper 50s.
Friday night...Mostly clear
Lows in the mid 30s.
Saturday...Mostly
sunny.
Highs in the lower f Os.
Saturday
n!ght...Mostly
clear Lows in the mid 40s.
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Lost 1951 Almo High School
class ring returned to family
By WISER LOUGH
Satt Writer
hanks to modem technology and a
kind heart, the family of a 1951
graduate of Almo High School was
able to reclaim a lost ring.
Bob and Suzie Carollo, of Clearwater,
Fla., had found the late Betty Lou
Bizzell's well-worn class ring while living in Clearwater around 10 years ago,
but couldn't figure out who it belonged to
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Bizzelfs ring was recovered in
Clearwater, Fla., by Bob and Suzie
Carollo. who then tracked the ring
back to Calloway County

or where it came from.
"My wife and a friend of hers found the
ring," said Bob. "Her friend took the ring
and tried to find the owner, but ended up
giving it back to my wife who put it
away in a drawer."
Fast forward to present day and the
Carollo's discovery of the ring while
cleaning.
"When we found it we thought we'd
get on the Internet and try again,- Bob
said.
This time, Bob and Suzie had better
luck, thanks to the development of the
Internet and search engines over the past
10 years. After initially thinking the ring
read "Alamo." Bob tracked down a
school in Alamo, Ind, only to find a dead
end.
"It was around the same size as Almo
High School and also now defunct," he
said.
After putting the ring under a magnifying lens, Bob realized his error and began
the search for Almo High School. His
search led him to the web site for
Calloway County High School, which
was formed by the consolidation of six

schools, one of which was Almo High
School.
"The ring was in good condition for a
1951 nng, and we were able to see initials in the ring, but you really had to use
a magnifying glass to distinguish the specific year and place and be sure of the
initials in it," Bob said.
Bob got in touch with the Calloway
County Board of Education, which then
was able to match up the initials "B.L.B."
from it-1st& of the ring to Bizzeii, who
died in 2001 but has several nieces and
nephews still in the area. Randy
McCallon, Calloway County Assistant
Superintendent. was able to trace the ring
to Bizzell and then track down one of her
nephews, Murray resident Barry Futrell.
Bob mailed the ring to the Calloway
County Board Office where Futrell
picked it up and has been circulating it
among Bizzells surviving relatives.
"Currently, we're still passing it around
to the family," Futrell said. "Al! the
nieces and nephews are going through the
cycle and then it will be put up with all

II See Page 2A

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Calloway County Fiscat
Court has allocated $100,000 to'
pay bills resulting from
January's ice storm while trying'
to find out how and when the
Federal
Emergency
Management Agency might
rettnburse pan or all of the
money.
The funds were unanimously
approved in a 2008-09 budge(
amendment during a meeting of
magistrates Tuesday evening in
the district counroom at the
Calloway County Judiciaj
Center. Judge-Executivz Lan-y
Elkins said the dollars represent
an estimate of what it may take
to get the county through June
30; the end of the fiscal year;
FEMA may or may not reimburse all of the funds.
'It means we hope to get
$100,000," Elkins said. "It's
just an estimate we hope will
carry us through to the end of
the year. 1 hope it's not more
than that."
Elkins said most of the

II See Page 8A

Laker team
takes state
speech title
Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County
High School Speech Team
recently took first place in
the Kentucky High Setosto
Speech League state competitions for Class 2A schools
This is the fist time the
CCHS Speech Team has
won the KHSSL State Title
since 1995.
Individual Awards went
try April Mitchell, first
place,
Oratory;
Will
Blackford, third place,
Oratory;
Seth
Fonenbery/Austin Ramsey,
second
place,
Duo
Interpretation;
Karson
Crass,
fourth
place,

•See Page 2A
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exceeded the state averages
comfortably. Providing the
students in our community with
the instruction necessary for
success is without a doubt our
priority."
CCHS scores have risen to
16.9 from a composite of 16.5
reported in 2006 and 2007 while
CCMS scores shifted slightly
from 14.9 in 2007. CCHS sophomores scored 16.5 in English,
16.7 in math, 16.3 in reading,
and 17.4 in science; matching or
well above the state composites.
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RESPECT
• Treat others wItti respect, follow the Golden Rule
• Be tolerant of differences
• Use good manners, not bad language
• Be considerate of the feelings of others
• Don't threaten, hit or hurt anyone
• Deal peacefully with anger insults
and disagreements
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II TVA ...

Kentucky

From Front

HAWKINS TEAGUE/Ledger & Times
PIPEUNE WORK: Workers from Insituform send hot steam through water pipes on the corner of Eighth and Poplar streets Tuesday in order to rehabilitate the pipes for the City of
Murray. Public Works Director J.L. Bamett said it was one step in the process of installing
cured-in-place pipe (CIPP), which are jointless tubes that go inside older, cracked and damaged pipes.

Police: Two people
found dead in van
%,/dIV01
CALVERT CITY, Ky.
(AP) — Kentucky State
Police say they are investigating the deaths of a man and a
woman in this western
Kentucky city.
A spokesman for the
Kentucky State Police says in
a news release the bodies
were found at about 3 am.
CDT Tuesday in a van at the
Haddox Ferry Boat Ramp.
Trooper Dean Patterson of
Kentucky State ?olice Post I
said in the release that the
identities of the man and
woman are being withheld
pending family notification.
No other details were
immediately available.

▪ Almo class ring ...
From Front
the other family stuff."
Futrell said he doesn't
remember Bizzell ever wearing
the ring, but said she used to
enjoy going deep sea fishing in
Florida. He said the ring must
have been lost for at least 13
years due to the fact that the
last two trips she took to
Florida since 1996 were
nowhere near the area that the
ring was found.
The return of the ring adds a

priceless piece of memorabilia
to the family collection, and
Futrell couldn't express enough
gratitude.
"It's amazing that someone is
honest enough to go through all
the trouble. He went through a
lot of research to get it back to
us," he said. "It's nice to know
that people still do care, and it
means a lot to the family to
have it back."

•Speech title ...
From Front

Interpretation and Storytelling;

Dramatic Interpretation; Semi.
Finalists: Will Blackford;Seth
Fortenbery, Improvisational
Duo; Austin Ramsey, Humorous

Seth

and unforeseen expense that put
a strain on MES'cash reserves.
Additionally, expenses continue
to climb annually and MES'
customer growth has not kept
pace with this inflation of
expenses."
MES needed a small rate
increase to provide an additional $370,000 annually to offset
ever-rising costs.
"Simple math will reflect that
this will show up on a customer's bill as an additional
$1.62 for each $100 that a customer incurs in electrical
charges," Thompson said.
The TVA fuel charge is a
quarterly levy that the utility
uses to adjust expenditures for
fuel that goes into generating
plants; primarily coal, but also
natural gas. and enriched uranium for nuclear plants. The
charge is not based on the price
of gasoline or diesel fuel and
sometimes is a source of confusion for some.
MES has not raised rates since
2002. Previous rate hikes were
due to TVA's increased fuel
costs to MES and other local
utility companies.

II Students ...
From Front
Meanwhile. CCMS eighth
graders scored 14.8 in English.
14.9 in math. 14.4 in reading
and 16.4 in science; all well
above the state composite in
each subject area.
There are 324 middle schools
and 229 high schools in
Kentucky and the scores rank
CCMS and CCHS highly
among their classmates in
Kentucky and the U.S.
According to district officials,
252 CCHS students and 241
CCMS students took the test.

Fortenbery, Oratorical

Declamation.

The

CCHS

Speech team is coached by
Michael Robinson.

For nest Results Place Yoor Art With Us
Call 753-1916

Tem Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments will meet
4:30
at
p.m.
today
(Wednesday) in the council
chambers on the second
floor of City Hall. The board
will review conditional use
permits for 1502 Sycamore
St. and 609 South Fourth St.
There will also be a public
hearing to review the conditional use permit application
to allow three non-related
persons to occupy an R-2
(single family residential)
zoning district at 1317 Vine
St.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.

News in Brief
Two high school students arrested with guns
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Jefferson County school officials
say two high school students have been arrested after allegedly
bringing guns to school.
A statement from spokeswoman Lauren Roberts says the separate incidents happened Tuesday morning at Valley High School in
Louisville.
The statement says police arrested a senior, who allegedly had
an unloaded gun, and a sophomore. who allegedly had a loaded
gun.
The school was on heightened security, but has returned to normal operations.
School officials say a tip and quick response by the school staff
stopped the incidents from escalating.

Missing mathematician described as brilliant
HEBRON. Ky.(AP) A wealthy Kentucky man ,A hose burnt
remains police believe have been found in Indiana was known to
former co-workers as a brilliant but reclusive mathematician who
was reluctant to put his name on a patent and refused a face-toface interview for a lucrative job.
Police investigators said remains recovered last Friday in woods
near Indianapolis are believed to be those of Walter Sartory. 73,
who was reported missing more than two weeks ago.
A woman and her son have been arrested in Ohio and returned
to Kentucky to face charges stemming from the disappearance of
the northern Kentucky man, authorities said.
Investigators said they are probing whether Sartory's disappearance might he tied to his assets of 51 5 million.

City to use federal aid for roads, trails
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Louisville will get nearly $15 million in a second round of federal stimulus funding that Mayor
Jerry Abramson says will create 1,300 jobs.
The Courier-Journ?1 of Louisville reports the money will be used
to create hiking and biking trails, resurface 70 miles of streets and
build and repair sidewalks.
The money will also help fill a gap in the city's budget for road
resurfacing.
Last week. the Transit Authority of River City said it will get
$17.7 million in stimulus money. TARC will use the money to buy
10 hybrid buses and build an environmentally friendly maintenance annex.

Mongiardo launches campaign Web site
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Democratic Lt. Gov. Daniel
Mongiardo is taking his Senate campaign online with a new Web
site.
Mongiardo, the first Democrat to officially challenge Republican
incumbent Jim Bunning in 2010, announced this week the launching of www.DrDanforKentuay.com.
Mongiardo, a physician from eastern Kentucky who barely lost
to Bunning in 2004, says on the site that this time around, he has
no doubt he will succeed.
He cites his position as the sitting lieutenant governor as giving
him more name recognition, and says the recent successes of the
Democratic Party will also give him a boost.

Anny awards Fort Campbell soldiers for heroism
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. \
File Army Chief of Staff. Gen.
George Casey, presented seven l-ort Campbell soldiers with
awards for their heroism in Iraq and at home.
During a ceremony this week, four soldiers each received a
Silver Star, the military's third highest award for valor, and two
received Soldier's Medals, which are awarded for heroism that
doesn't Involve enemy contact. One soldier was awarded the
Bronze Star.
Most of the soldiers are members of the 101st Airborne
Division's 1st Brigade First Lt. Nicholas Eslinger, a West Point
graduate from Oakley, Calif., was awarded the Silver Star. He was
leading a patrol on foot in Samarra. Iraq, north of Baghdad, when
a grenade was tossed in the middle of his platoon.
The other Silver Star was awarded to Staff Sgt. Mark Quigley.
The Soldier's Medals were awarded to Sgt. Barrett M. Kerr and
Sgt. Stephen Noble. Noble help pull a motorist from a burning
vehicle near the military installation on the Tennessee-Kentuck',.
state line in 2007.
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In just a few minutes, heavy periods are over and done.
Light, less painful periods with one
8-minute treatment in the doctor's office.
• No pills, no hormones, no incisions
• 8-minute in office treatment
• Proven 8-year track record
• Go back to your normal °Wine in just one day
• Less painful penods
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Obituaries

Russia accuses U.S. of military aggression

Mrs. Virginia Lee Shropshire

MOSCOW (API - Russia's
defense minister on Tuesday
accused the United States of
beefing up its military presence
near Russian borders and poaching for mineral wealth there, signaling that Moscow could take a
tough position in upcoming
talks with Barack Ohama's new
administration.
Anatoly Serdyukov's statement - made alongside
President Dmitry Medvedev at a
meeting of the military's top
brass - reflected deeply
entrenched Russian suspicions
despite Obama's desire to
improve relations with Moscow.
Medvedev, meanwhile, said
Miss Jean Carol Burnette
that NATO expansion. along
luneral lot Miss Jean Carol Bornette was Tuesday at II a.m. with international terrorism and
in the Hombeak Funeral Chapel. Fulton. Rev. Terry Pulley. Rev. local conflicts, meant upgrading
James Lawson and George Burnette officiated. Burial was in the the country' nuclear forces was
Union Cemetery.
the top priority in an ambitious
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Union Cemetery Fund, military modernization plan that
do 105 Sunset, Fulton, KY 42041 or Fulton/South Fulton Relay for he pledged to pursue despite the
Life, 302 Carr St., Fulton, KY 42041. Online condolences may be worst economic crisis in a
made at www.hombeakfuneralchapelcom.
decade.
Miss Bumette, 66, Murray, died Saturday, March 14. 2009, at
Relations
Russia
with
9:48 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
plunged to a post-Cold War low
She was a member of the Union Church in Fulton Co.. graduate under the previous U.S. adminand valedictorian of the 1960 class of Fulton High School and a istration, whose plans to build
summa cum laude 1964 graduate of Murray State University. A missile defense sites in Eastern
retired elementary school teacher, she lived in California during her Europe arid bring ex-Soviet
33-year teaching career and then moved back to this area. While in
California. she served on the staff of 'TEEN magazine as a writer.
Born April 20. 1942, in Martin, Tenn., she was the daughter of the
late Corinne Hicks and William P. Bumette.
Survivors include one sister. Ruth Ann Fahl. Fulton; two brothers. Will (Bill) Bumette, Versailles, and George E. Bumette,
Mayfield: several nieces and nephews: several great-nieces and
great-nephews; and one great-great-niece.
MOSCOW (AP)- Russian
news agencies cited a top
Cation Hendon
defense official Wednesday as
The tutleral for Carlon Hendon will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the confirming that a contract to sell
chapel of Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz. Rev. Paul Cannon will powerful air-defense missiles to
officiate. Burial will follow in the Pleasant Hill Cemetery in the Iran was signed two years ago,
Land Between the Lakes. Visitation will be at the funeral home after but saying no such weapons
4 p.m. Thursday.
have yet been delivered.
Mr. Hendon, 86, Cadiz, died Friday, March 13, 2009, at his
Russian officials have conhome. He had retired from Lake Barkley State Resort Park and was sistently denied claims the
a member of Canton Baptist Church.
country already has provided
Preceding him in death were his wife. Edith Berkley Hendon; some of the S-300 missiles to
one son, Taylor Lee Hendon: and two sisters, Pauline Joyce and Iran. They have not said
Lois Vinson. Born Nov. 26, 1922. in Golden Pond he was the son whether a contract existed.
of the late Crusty Taylor Hendon and Pearl Crowder Hendon.
The state-run ITAR-Tass and
Survivors include two grandsons, Jamie Hendon, Cadiz, and RIA-Novosti news agencies and
Terry Hendon. Princeton, and five great-grandchildren.
the independent Interfax quoted
an unnamed top official in the
Federal
Military-Technical
Cooperation Service as saying
the contract was signed two
Mrs. Hattie Mae Blanton
years ago. Service spokesman
The funeral for Mrs. /tattle Mae Blanton will be today
Andrei Tarabrin told The
(Wednesday) at I p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York
Associated Press he could not
Funeral Home. Rick Wilson will officiate. Burial will follow in the immediately comment.
Murray City Cemetery. Online condolences may be made to
Supplying S-300s to Iran
www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
would change the military balMrs. Blanton, 68, Murray, died Saturday, March 14. 2009. at ance in the Middle East and the
8:55 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
issue has been the subject of
Preceding her in death was her husband. Cletus Blanton. Born intense speculation and diploDec. 8, 1940, in Mayfield. she was the daughter of the late William
matic wrangling for months.
Harvey Langford and 011ie Mae Hart Langford. She was a member
Israel and the U.S. fear that,
of the Kingdom Hall of Jehovah Witnesses.
were Iran to possess S-300 misSurvivors include one daughter, Shannon Blanton, and one son, siles, it would use them to proDarryl Blanton, both of Murray; two sisters, Virginia Ruth tect its nuclear facilities Langford, Mayfield. and Judy Brown. Antigua; three brothers. including the uranium enrichHarvey Langford, Louisville, Van Langford. Battle Creek, Mich.. ment plant at Natanz or the
and Benny Langford, California; five grandchildren, Tori Cobb and country's first atomic power
Travon, Isabella. Jasmine and Nicholas Blanton; special cousin. plant, which is now being built
Joyce Beasley. Mayfield
by Russian contractors at
Bushehr.
That would make a military
strike on the Iranian facilities
much more difficult.
It was not clear why the nus
siles have not been delivered,
but the reports cited the defense
jiiiId Lee Shropshire. /40. Murray. died Tuesday. March
P. 2009. at 11:20 a.m at her home.
She was a former manager of Bright% in Murray and was a member of Good Shepherd United Methodist Church. Born Aug. 14,
1928, in Gary, Ind.. she Wds the daughter of the late James Langdon
and May Belle Abels Langdon. Also preceding her in death were
two sisters and one brother.
Survivors include her husband. Warren Shropshire. to whom she
was married Sept. 25, 1949, in
Gary, hid.. one daughter. Diane
Harder and husband. Steve, Hebron, Ind.: one son, Jim Shropshire.
and one granddaughter. Ashley Shropshire, both of Murray.
The funeral will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Kerry Lambert will officiate. Burial
will follow in the Hicks Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral
home from 5 to 9 p.m. today (Wednesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Hospice, 803 Poplar St.. Murray, KY 42071.
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republics into NATO angered
Moscow.
Medveilev's first meeting
with Mama next month will set
the tone for talks over a new
arms control treaty and other
major disputes between the Cold
War rivals. But Russia is signaling that it will be a tough negotiating partner.
"U.S. aspirations have been
aimed at getting access to raw
materials, energy and other
resources" of ex-Soviet nations.
Serdyukov told military officers.
"Active support was given to the
processes aimed at pushing
Russia out of the sphere of its
traditional interests."
Moscow has fiercely opposed
plans to put Ukraine and
Georgia on track to NATO
membership. Russian officials
have also hoped that the Obama
administration would also cancel plans to deploy missile
defense sites in Poland and the
Czech Republic. Moscow has
raised the stakes by threatening
to deploy missiles next to
Poland if the U.S. moves ahead
with the missile shield.
Russia is also deeply wary of
any U.S. presence in oil- and

Russia-Iran missile
contract confirmed

Paid Obituary

official as saying "fulfillment of
the contract will mainly depend
on the current international situation and the decision of the
country's leadership."
That could indicate that
Russia intends to use the contract as a bargaining chip before
next month's meeting between
President Dmitry Medvedev
and President Barack Obama.
But the defense official said
Russia does not intend to abandon the contract, estimated to be
worth hundreds of millions of
dollars, ITAR-Tass said,
A prominent Russian analyst.
Ruslan Pukhov of the Center for
Analysis of Strategies and
Technologies, said the missile
contract was seen by the
Kremlin as primarily a political
rather than commercial matter.
"The S-300 contract, and
cooperation with Iran imeneral, is regarded by Moscow only
as an instrument of political bargaining with the West and not as
a way of realizing the fundamental defense and commercial
interests of Russia." he was
quoted as saying by RIANovosti.

reforming our health care system."
The potential for runaway
costs is raising concerns among
Republicans
and
some
Democrats as Congress prepares
to draft next year'F budget. The
U.S. spends $2.4 trillion a year
on health care, more than any
other advanced country. And
some experts estimate that a
third or more of that goes for
tests and procedures, rather than
prevention and treatment.
"We shouldn't just be throwing more money on top of the
present system. because the
present system is so wasteful,"
said Sen. Judd Gregg of New
Hampshire.
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Investments-Since 1854
Dow Jones had. Asg. -.7292.2 • 103.5
Air Products
34.10 • 0.41
AT&T,Inc.
25.32 • 0.05
BB&T
17.15 0.38
Bank at merica
6.67 + 0.44
Brion Si Straton
14.41 • 0.20
Bristol Myers Squibb 21.01 • 0.05
Caterpillar
26.12. 0.71
Ches ran Texaco Corp 64.69 • 0.62
Daimler Chrysler
27.23 • 1.04
Dean Foods
20.26 •0 40
Exxon•Alobil
67.55 • 134
Ford Motor
2.35 + 0.07
9.87 • 0.13
General Electric
General Motors
2.41 • 0.06
GlaxoSmithFiline %DR _28.72 • 0.55
Goodrich
.36.22 • 1.16
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Goodyear
HopFed Bank'
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IBM
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Vs al- Mart

58.07 -0.53

.8.26 - 0.12
13.99 • 033 17.15 -0.11
49.99 .0,01
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Finanoal Consultants (1-R)
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Square I Murray,
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native of Calloway County has joined
their banking staff in the Murray office
as a Customer Service Representative.
Jennifer has over 5 years of banking
experience and can assist you with all of
your financial needs. She has been
actively involved with Relay for Life.

We are pleased to have Jennifer join us as a member of our team
and invite you to stop by and visit the Murray office located at
630 North 12th Street. We have offices in both Cadiz &
Hopkinsville.

CADIZ
& TRUST CO.

BANK OF

Individual, Small Business & Farm Returns
Limited Openings • Cali Now!

We Make it Simple!

753-6069
All returns filed electronically

K M \RKI I RI Mk I

JENNIFER EIDSON

Taxes by Joyce, Inc.

917 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY 42071
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is proud to announce that
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purchases this year will be veld
on upgrading the aging. Sos iet
era nuclear force.
The military has said moni
than 10 new intercontinentO
ballistic missiles will go intti
service by year's end -- a much
faster pace of deployment thail
in previous years. It also interita
to put the Bulava missile ii111
service by January. despite sesP
eral high-profile failures.
•71
Col. Gen. Nikolai Solov
the chief of the Strategic Mis.
Forces. said that the first th
RS-24, multi-warhead ballistic,
missiles will be deployed aftEt
Dec. 5 when the 1991 Strategi4
Arms Reduction Treaty. cit
START, expires. the ITAR-Tas4
news agency reported Tuesday.
The new missile, which
Solos-Nov said would carry "At
least tour nuclear warhead4
would violate the landmaiit
treaty. Russian and U.S. officiali
are gearing up for negotiation4
on a successor pact to START.
though no date talks have been
announced. Many observers say
the talks -the first major arms,
control talks in more than
decade - will likely be very:
difficult.

gas-rich Central Asia. which
Moscow considers its historic
sphere of influence.
Windfall oil wealth over the
last decade allowed the Kremlin
to nearly quadruple defense
spending. start upgrading aging
arsenals and press efforts to
revive the nation's clout and
prestige. Still, military modernization has gone slowly and
glaring weaknesses, such as
shortages of precision "smart"
weapons and modem communications gear. were highlighted
during Russia's war with
Georgia in August.
The financial crisis has raised
more doubts about meeting
modernization goals, something
Medvedev sought to dispel
Tuesday.
"Let me mention the top priorities. The main one is a qualitative increase in the troops
readiness, primarily of strategic
nuclear forces. They must guarantee the fulfillment of all tasks
of ensuring Russia's security."
Medvedev said.
Military officials have said
about 25 percent of the government's 1.5 trillion rubles ($43
billion) budgeted for weapons

Bank of Cadiz & Trust Co.

Health care overhaul
may cost $1.5 trillion

WASHINGTON (AP) Your lungs may work just fine.
but the estimated price for universal health care could take
your breath away.
Health policy experts say
guaranteeing coverage for all
Americans may cost about $1.5
trillion over the next decade.
That would be more than double
the $634 billion 'down payment' President Barack Obama
set aside for health reform in his
budget.
About 48 million people are
uninsured, and the problem is
only expected to get worse
because the cost of coverage
keeps rising.
Still, administration officials
have pointedly avoided providing a ballpark estimate for
Obama's fix, saying it depends
on details to be worked out with
Congress.
"It's impossible to put a price
tag on the plan before even the
basics have been finalized," said
White House spokesman Reid
Cherlin. "Here's what we do
know: The reserve fund in the
president's budget is fully paid
for and provides a substantial
down payment on the cost of the
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'Motel of the Stars'
beautifully written
In "The Motel of the Stars"
by Karen Salyer McElmurray.
the world is easily accessed
by a succession of keystrokes,
even from remote Inez. Ky.
But being linked to the outside brings no consolation to
Lory Llewellyn as she struggles in the aftermath of Sam
Sanderson's death. Though the
Internet connects her to information about the weather forecast the day her lover died, to
chat rooms thronged with fellow sufferers, to Web sites that
interpret the real and imagined
symptoms she suffers, nothing
allays Lory's fears.
Sam, lost at sea when his
Marine helicopter crashed in a
hurricane, was on a routine
patrol mission. Now grief over
his loss has become routine
for Lory. As a result, she languishes in Inez, helping her
drunken step-father ram a shabby motel "with a name that
sounded like Rita Hayworth
and Frank Sinatra."
The novel begins with Jason
Sanderson, Sam's father, heading to Inez to deliver a foreclosure. When he gets there,
he finds the smoldering remains
of The Motel of the Stars, a
probable arson job, and Lory
wrapped in a blanket, huddled
On a scorched metal chair with
her knees in her arms, head
resting on her knees.
Impassive and silent, she
reminds Jason "of photographs
of Middle Eastern women covered by impenetrable veils."
A veteran repo man. Sanderson goes about his business
and then heads home. He has
promised his second wife, Rosa,
to get back in time to observe
the 10th anniversary of Sam's
death. When he gets there, he
is ambushed by a well-meaning group. Rosa, with the help
of friends, has orchestrated an
:Emotional
Wellness
4
Fncounter." complete with New
zkge healing mumbo-jumbo.
: Candles flicker on the buffet table next to plates of food
and sweating pitchers of lemonade and iced tea. "Right next
to plate after plate of appetizers — little rounds of bread
and poppy seed crackers spread
with imitation crab, cream
cheese, and a green he identified as shredded seaweed- is
a photo of his dead son that
makes Jason flinch. It is Sam
the little boy, an image that
floods the father with memories.
As he further surveys the
spread. Jason sees a succession of mementos that chronicle his son's short life, including a section devoted to Sam's
time in India and his brief

career in the
military.
With a sinking
heart.
Jason realizes he is
witness to "a
bizarre culinary history
of his own
son's life."
Jason is Main Street
encouraged By Constance
Alexander
by Rosa and
Ledger & Times
the others to
Columnist
surrender.
With
the
scent of the burning motel on
his clothes, his fingertips still
sooty, Jason holds his wife's
hand and lays it against his
cheek briefly before letting it
go. "You don't know the first
thing," he tells them finally.
In the aftermath of a day
laced with losses, Jason Sanderson and Lory Llewellyn embark
on separate journeys that lead
them both to the 1997 anniversary of the Harmonic Convergence at Grandfather Mountain, North Carolina. Along the
way, each one makes stops that
spark memories of Sam.
Their stories are woven
together as the narration moves
back and forth between
bereaved father and abandoned
lover. Their paths cross during
a mystical alignment of the planets. the Harmonic Convergence,
and they find solace in the
possibility of simple rituals and
the promise of home.
In the end, "The Motel of
the Stars" is a down-to-earth
tale beautifully rendered.
Author Karen Salyer McElmurray has been a landscaper,
a casino employee, a sporting
towel factory worker, and a
teacher of writing. Her fiction
and non-fiction books have won
grants and awards, including
support from the National
Endowment for the Arts, the
Foundation
Kentucky
for
Women and the North Carolina Arts Council. She is currently on faculty at Murray State
University's Low Residency
Master of Fine Arts program,
and is an assistant professor
in creative writing at Georgia
College and State University.
'The Motel of the Stars' is
published by Sarabande Books,
Louisville, as part of the publisher's Linda Bruckheimer
Series in Kentucky Literature.
For more information, log on
to www.sarabandebooks.org.
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledger.com. Contact the columnist directly at
constancealexander@ newwavec
omm.net.

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do
not necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger cc Times.
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The importance of punctuation
As I write this column, the
university's Spring Break is
only a few days away and I
am toiling away at grading
book reviews and essay examinations with no end in sight.
Students have written essay
responses to questions such as:
"What specific problems did
farmers face in the last three
decades of the 19th century.
and how did farmers respond
to these problenis?" and "Compare and contrast the progressive reform programs of three
presidents. Briefly discuss the
backgrounds of the presidents.
and then discuss specific examples of reform in each administration. In your opinion,
which president accomplished
the most i n the area of progressive reform?"
I want students to be able
to write a well-organized essay,
making use of that classic essay
form: an introduction, a body,
and a conclusion. I want them
to write with clarity, and I
want them to discuss specific
examples to back up their arguments.

For book reviews, students
were able to choose a work
of history on a topic that was
of interest to them in the period from 1865 to the present.
Students chose books on the
Great Depression, on World War
1 and World War 11, on Vietnam, and on the 1960s. Others preferred books on the Buffalo Soldiers, on women in the
1950s, and on the culture of
the 1920s.
For book reviews, students
must identify the topic and the
thesis of the book. What is
the main idea the author is
trying to get across? Students
must identify and discuss the
major arguments the author
uses to back up his or her thesis. They must discuss the
author's use of sources, both
primary and secondary.
Rather than a book report,
the sort of thing we all did in
middle school, students are to
write a critical analysis of the
book.
As I grade these examination essays and book reviews
1 mark up the papers. I don't

mark
the
papers in red
ink. I don't
want to be
that dramatic.
I do.
however.
out
point
writing mistakes as well
as factual
errors.
1
Home and
mark up senAway
tence fragBy James
ments and Duane Bolin
run-on sen- Ledger & Times
tences. and I
Columnist
point
out
misuses of the comma,the semicolon, and the apostrophe. I
find myself repeatedly writing
"Too Vague" and "Be More Specific" in the margins.
I wrap up each essay or
book review with a blurb at
the end of the paper including
praises and criticisms. Hopefully, some of my markings
will help students become better writers. Hopefully, my
scribblings will help them learn
to express themselves more

dearly.
I learned that an English
professor once wrote on a black
hoard the words "a woman withut her man is nothing" and
asked students in his class to
add proper punctuation to make
the words into a complete sentence.
A male student in the class
wrote: "A woman, without her
man, is nothing." A female
student chose different punctuations. She wrote: "A
woman: without her, man is
nothing."
They used the same group
of words, but different punctuations marks rendered entirely different meanings. Punctuation is important. Writing
is important. I just hope that
the readers of this column do
not grade me. At least don't
use red ink.
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University'. Contact
him at duane.bolin@murraystate.edu.
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Calloway Lady Laker Softball
School Skills Clinic Saturday

Murray Preschool/Head
Start and Early Head
Start Registration soon

bedding

Calloway County Lady Laker softball
team will host a general skills camp at the
Lady Laker softball field on Saturday from 9
a.m. to noon and will be under the direction
of To Webb, new bead coach, Eddie Morris,
assistant coach, and their staff. Varsity Lady
Laker softball players will also be on hand to
help.
The cost will be $25 with checks payable
to CCHS Softball and each camper will
lo's
receive a camp T-shirt. This is for girls.
Datebook Kindergarten through sixth grades. Campers
By Jo Burkeen should bring a glove and bat and wear corn
fortable clothes and tennis shoes or cleats
Community
Also -Meet the Lakers" will be on the sami
Editor
day.

Rotary Club will meet
Murray Rotary Club will meet Thursday at noon at Paglial.,
Pizza. For more information contact Lance Allison at 753-5171.

Church will show movie
The movie,"The Passion of The Christ" will be shown Thursday
at 7 p.m. at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church, 1619
Martin's Chapel Rd., Murray The public is invited to attend.

Stroke-Brain Group to meet
Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet Thursday
at 5 :30 p.m. in the classroom of Murray-Callwoay County Hospital
Center for Health & Wellness. An open discussion will be held. All
interested persons are invited. For information contact Cheryl
Crouch at 762-1557.

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library. For
information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

4-H Shotgun Team to meet
4-H Shotgun Team will meet Thursday at 6 p.m. at Jackson
Purchase Gun Club. All interested youth are welcome, but must be
accompanied by a parent to attend.

Relay for Life team plans promotion
Relay for Life Stars Team of Wal-Mart will have a rebate day
from 4 to 8 p.m. Thursday at Mugsy's Hideout.

Health Express plans stop
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer
blood pressure checks, pulse and blood sugar screenings on
Thursday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Wal-Mart
in Murray.

Twin Lakes Club will meet
The Twin Lakes region, Antique Automobile Club of America
will have its monthly dinner meeting on Thursday at 6 p.m. at
Coldwater Bar-B-Q, 3975 US Hwy.641 North, Murray. The club is
open to anyone with an interest in antique vehicles and visitors are
always welcome. For more information, contact Howard Brandon at
753-4389 or terry Ridgley at 753-1829.

Home Department will meet
Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at the club house. Tommy Gaines of Murray
Florist will be the speaker. Hostesses will be Pat Conner and Sylvia
Sanert.

Tiger Booster Club to meet
Murray Tiger Booster Club will meet today (Wednesday) at 5:30
p.m. at Murray High School. All coaches, sports representatives,
parents and other interested persons are encouraged to attend.

Parks taking registrations
Murray-Calloway County Parks will accept youth baseball and
softball registration at the parks' office through Tuesday. March 31.
Hours will be from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. and
Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Ages are 4 to 17 with a new boys
baseball league for 15-17 years of age for this year. Registration
forms are downloadable via their website at www.murrayparks.org.
For more information call the parks office at 762-0325.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. For
information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

Cemetery funds needed
Due to low operating funds, the New Concord Cemetery needs
tax deductible contributions for upkeep/mowing. Checks should be
made to New Concord Cemetery and mailed to Mac Coleman, 2%
Buchanan Lane, New Concord, KY 42076.

Cemetery requesting funds
Green Plain Cemetery, located on Ky. Hwy. 641 South near
Hazel, is in urgent need of funds for the care of the cemetery.
Donations may be made to Green Plain Cemetery Fund, do David
Thompson, 3911 Murray-Paris Rd., Hazel, KY 42049.

e-mail: jo.burkeenemarrayledger.com

Cella and Morrison
Rachel Elizabeth Cella and Detlef Morrison were united in marriage on Saturday, Sept. 6, 20014. in Denali National Park, Alaska.
Woodrow Morrison, father of the groom, orficiated. and Tim Robb,
guitarist, provided musical accempaniment.
The bride is the daughter of Doris and Ron Cella, Murray. Ky.
The groom is the son of Reva and Don Shircel of Fairbanks. Alaska.
and Woodrow Morrison, Vancouver, BC.
Laura Hampton. sister of the bride, assisted with the ceremony.
and Charles Cella, brother of the bride, escorted his mother to the
wedding site on Primrose Ridge beneath the lowering peaks of
Mount McKinley. The brides father escorted his daughter along the
red-carpeted path to the flower-laden altar.
Scott Swanson, the groom's nephew. served as ring bearer, and
Erika Swanson. the groom's sister, read a poem in honor of the
occasion.
A dinner and dance followed in the reception hall of the Denali
Foundation.
Following a Tanana River cruise on Sept. 7. the groom's parents
hosted an outdoor barbecue for friends and family of the newlyweds
at their log home overlooking the city of Fairbanks.
The bride, a 1995 graduate of Murray High School, a 1999 graduate of Northwestern University, and a 2007 graduate of the
University of Virginia School of Law, is currently employed as an
attorney at the Alaska Public Defender Agency in Fairbanks.
The groom. a 1992 graduate of Lathrop High School in
Fairbanks. Alaska, is employed as a site supervisor at Fairbanks
Resource Agency.
Area residents attending the wedding included Brenda and Gene
Maddox and Faye and Louis Beyer.

Kentucky writers series to be
presented at Murray State
The Wylder Center for the
Literary Arts at Murray State
University presents the 2009
Jesse Stuart Kentucky Writers
Series featuring author Maurice
Manning. This event will take
place on Wednesday. April I. at
7:30 p.m. in the Clara M. Eagle
Art Gallery in the Doyle fine
arts building on campus.
The event is sponsored by the
college of humanities and fine
arts and the department of
English and philosophy, in conjunction with WKMS,91.3 FM.
Manning is a native of
Danville. He is the author of
three books of poetry. including

Bucolics: A Companion for
Owls (written in the voice of
Daniel Boone): and Lawrence
Booth's Book of Visions, winner of the 2000 Yale Series of
Younger Poets prize.
His poems have been published in Shenandoah. The
Southern Review. Virginia
Quarterly Review, and The New
Yorker. He teaches creative
writing at Indiana University in
Bloomington.
For more information on the
Stuart series, go to www.murraystate.edu/chfa/english/symposium.htm or call (270) 8094723.

Murray Preschool/Head Start olds must meet school district
will have registration for three free meal criteria Early Head
and four year old children who Stan applicants and three year
will attend preschool classes olds eligible for preschool must
this fall.
meet Federal Poverty guideThe Early Head Start pro- lines. Three and four year old
gram which serves pregnant children with disabilities will be
women, infants and toddlers to eligible regardless of income.
age three will also hold registraThe program is free of charge
tion at this time.
to those meeting eligibility criRegistration for new appli- teria. and there may also be a
cants will be Friday. March 27. tuition option for over income
from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. on the first preschool children. Parents of
floor
of
Murray
State children applying for Early
University's Alexander Hall. Head Start or Preschool/Head
North 16th Street.
Stan must bnng the following
Registration for preschool items for registration: Child's
returning children will be held certified birth certificate: Social
Friday. April 10. from 8 a.m. to Security card of child, proof of
3 p.m. at the same location.
income (2008 tax return, W-2
The Murray Preschool/Head form. K-TAP. SSI. child sup•
Start program holds classes at port. MSU grant/scholarship
three locations. Alexander Hall info.), medical card or insurance
on North 16th Street on MSU card, and custody information if
Campus, the Willis Early applicable.
Childhood Center on L.P. Miller
For information regarding
Street and the Ruby Simpson registration, call 809-3262.
Child Development Center.
Directions for parking for
located on the MSU campus on registration day at MSti
North 14th Street. The Early Alexander Hall: When traveling
Head Start program is located in North on North 16th Street. turn
Alexander Hall on MSU cam- left just past the Alexander Hall
pus.
Building onto Calloway Street.
Eligibility is based on Parking lots are on the left side
income guidelines. Four year of the street.

Dean's List

FUN & FASHION

LEXINGTON, Ky.. -- The
University of Kentucky is proud
to recognize the outstanding
academic performance of its
students, including 14 students
from Calloway County who
were named to the UK dean's
list for the fall 2008 semester.
To make a dean's list in one of
the UK colleges, a student must
earn a grade point average of
3.6 or higher and must have
earned 12 credits or more in that
semester, excluding credits
earned in pass-fail classes.
Some UK colleges require a 3.5
GPA to make the Dean's List.
A total of 4,395 students
achieved dean's list recognition.
The students from Calloway
County on the UK dean's list are
as follows:
Keri Bazzell, a first year pharmacy student studying pharmacy in the College of Pharmacy:
Colin Walker Capps, a freshman, studying pre-management

•See Page 6A
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What great weathei we are having
with temperatures in the 70s. It certainly is time t,,think spring
This season some of the best styles
are in Nail, and white
There is nothing N v.hy -washy about
this trend It creates drama and abs ass
looks .his and sinim
Fo acceswrize black and white son
tan use handbags vhoe,and jeweln, in
almost anv color
It is wonderful to pack for tops since
everything works with black. Adding
panemed pieces and bright colors adds
pizazz to the look
We lose our Joseph Ribkoff black
knits that wash and wear and never
wrinkk for traveling. They go from
day to evening. and each season the
blacks will always match if !,ou add a
new piece
They have some Vet") cute skirt styles
in the black knit this season. as well as
lined white knit
New tops are arriving daily as well as
more shoes and great handbags in wonderful bright spring colors. Lots of new

Internet

McVects'lltt
a
J fabulous selection of
dresses and cute. lightweight wraps
and cardigans Inc the sleeveless sun-

SLIMING MUR

dresses.In People magazine, while showing
the gorgeous gowns. they also mentioned the actresses were wearing the
Spann Power Panties underneath for
smoothing and shaping. Try them you'll love them We also have their
bra's that take away back bulges.
Congratulations to Cathy Young who
won Friday's door prize at TG.I.F. Join
us this week for Friday's secret sale
List week's sale was all dresses 20%
+ft All tall and winter is now 75'4 off!
Sun tuned ry nett week's Fun ri
hohlui; rerv,r,
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Angels Attic lists services
Angels Attic will pick up any
unusable large appliances that
can be sold for metal. It will also
accept any metal for recycling
that you want to deliver to the
store at 972 Chestnut St..
Murray. The Angels Attic truck
is available for pick ups Tuesday

through Saturday. Call 7620505 to schedule a pick up.
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Serving Catfish Fillets, Broasted Chicken, Seafoods, and
Now Featuring Grilled Tilapia, Mahi Mahi & Chicken
Open Every Day Except Monday 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
270-436-54%

1111

(270)753-1737
Pelosoie4 •

"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

Still Owned & Operated by the Williams Family

A:t:e'ss Since 1994

Attorney-At-Law

it w

Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
www.cypreassprIngsresort.corn

759-2575
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NOW OPEN!
Cypress Springs
Restaurant
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eisamatiad Witheion to clienis rocas
in the
:

• Divorrt/Custody/Cbild Support/Adoption
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0
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• Wills • Criminal Defense
• Civil Litigation • Personal Injury,
*NO Ike for initial consultation.
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Adopt-a-Highway groups
poised to 'spring clean'
roadsides, preserve beauty
FRANKFORT,
Ky.
in our commonwealth."
Volunteers will be out in force to
By reducing litter, the Adoptspring clean Kentucky high- a-Highway program promotes
ways. The Transportation public environmental awareness
Cabinet (KYTC) announced and makes it easier to promote
that the Adopt-a-Highway tourism. The program also creSpring Clean Week will be held ates a partnership between citizens, community and governMarch 22-28.
"The Kentucky Transportation ment, and establishes a sense of
Cabinet appreciates the effort pnde in our Bluegrass State.
put forth by all Adopt-a- The Transportation Cabinet
Highway groups in keeping our salutes all participants and
highways and communities thanks them for their tireless
and
beautiful
litter-free." efforts.
Transportation Secretary Joe
Groups can contribute to your
Prather said
community, make a difference,
Nearly 1.100 groups now par- send a message and educate othticipate in Kentucky's Adopt-a- ers - all while having fun with
Highway program, which the friends and family? Join
cabinet established in 1988. Kentucky's Adopt-a-Highway
Volunteers clean approximately Program. By taking personal
8,000 miles of roadside annual- responsibility for one of your
ly, setting an example of area roadways, you will be setresponsible environmental stew- ting an example for your comardship.
munity.
"The increase in new groups
The environment is everyenrolling in the program shows one's responsibility. Adopt-athat Kentuckians place a high Highway provides the opportuimportance on maintaining and nity to be a part of the solution.
improving the scenic beauty of Each year, the KYTC spends
our state," Prather
said. about $5 million and 200,000
"Through their participation worker hours to remove 96,000
they are sending a message that bags of litter from Kentucky
littering is simply unacceptable roadways. As an Adopt-aHighway volunteer, you will
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Rshley & Lee Anders:el
Jzena Allan & Cameron Jaco
Kacee & Landon Barrow
Melissa &Jesse Bute
Briitany Bogard & ban Hall
Shannon Casey & Fro,* Wiedenan
Amy & Kevin Doyle
Emes & Benjamin Newton
Jessica Elkins &J.R. Scott
Tracy & Richard Fern
Ashlie Finley & Wale Bennett
Enca & Chip Gray
Laurie &Richard Hendrickson
Tara Jakaub & Harmon Brown
Margo &Jody Jones
Enca &Chris Mader
:mica &Chris McGraw
Lila & Adam Murray
Elena & Ben Page
Michelle & Bnan Ramsey
Cheryl & Ray Roberts
kristi &Jamie Stockdale
Ton & Clint Stone
Truta & Bennie Tyson
Lindsey Wall
Julie & Hunt Wallace
Betharry & Austm Webb
Braid, Wilburn &Paul Eskra
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Sparks and Cook
Mr. and Mrs. Rod McCracken of Hazel and Tommy Goodwin of
Murray announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, T.J. Goodwin. to Joshua Paul Kraft, son of Gary and
Ava Burkeen of Dexter and Steven and Melessia Kraft of Benton.
Miss Goodwin is the granddaughter of Gary and Carolyn
Monrow of Sanatobia, Miss., Lewis Todd of Murray. Ann Goodwin
of Ruidoso, N.M., and the late Etna Sue Storey.
Mr. Kraft is the grandson of Kay Kraus and Loyd Kraft, both of
Murray.
The bride-elect is a 2005 graduate of Calloway County High
School.
The groom-elect is a 2008 graduate of Calloway County High
School. He is employed by Briggs and Stratton of Murray.
A formal ceremony is planned for Friday, March 27, 2009, at 6
p.in. at the Woodman of World building at 303 North 4th St.,
Murray. A reception will follow. All relatives and friends are invited.

MSU to hold special luncheon
Murray State University's
21st Celebrate Women event in
honor of National Women's
History Month 2009 is scheduled for Wednesday. March 25.
A luncheon with Teri Blanton
as the keynote speaker will be
from 11.30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at

the Curtis Center.
Blanton, an active member of
Kentuckians
for
the
Commonwealth. has as her personal mission to reach out to her
community abut the issue of
mountaintop removal minning.

•List ...
From Page 5A
in the Gatton College of
Business and Economics; Tatum
Elizabeth Dale, a freshman,
studying agricultural biotechnology in the College of
Agriculture: Chelsea Nicole
Darnell, a senior, studying economics in the Gatton College of
Business and Economics;
Leanne Chrisman Hewlett, a
junior, studying chemistry in the

Ike GokiDne IsSink!
www.edwardjortes.com
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BUYING GOLD
SATURDAY WRY!
tr •.;...4 p.m:
Magnolia Tea Room
Look for the sign out from

NEW OWNER:
Karen Allbritten Cain

St, Hwy. 641 s
Sant, KY

209 N. 12th St.• Murray
753-7534

Rimy Vot'ir gcrap Gold tir Coins

CAGLE& BAILEY
ADULT HEALTH

College of Arts and Sciences.
and Sarah Michelle Hines, a
sophomore, studying international studies in the College of
Arts and Sciences: Darlene
Elizabeth Kipphut, a sophomore, studying political science
in the College of Arts and
Sciences; Colleen Erin McCoy,
a sophomore, studying Spanish
in the College of Arts and
Sciences;
Evan
Preston
McDaniel, a junior, studying
landscape architecture in the
College of Agriculture:
Timothy Marshall McDaniel,
a fourth year pharmacy student,
studying pharmacy in the
College of Pharmacy: Taylor
Michael Pierce, a sophomore.
studying pre-civil engineering
in the College of Engineering:
Danielle Nicole Pritchett, a
freshman, studying pre-journalism in the College of
Communication
and
Information Studies; Brent
Michael White. a junior, studying mechanical engineering in
the College of Engineering, and
Ca[lie Lynn Wilson, a freshman.
studying biology in the College
of Arts and Sciences.

John and Vickie Dowdy of Murray announce the engagement of
their daughter, Emily Holland Sparks, to Benjamin (Cooke) Cook.
son of Stanley and Elaine Cook of Hamilton. Ala.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Robert and Ruth
Cunningham of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of William and Willie Fredrick
of Hamilton and Percy Cook and Joanne Witmore of Henderson.
Ms. Sparks will be attending Murray State University in the fall
of 2009 to study animal health technology.
Mr. Cook is a 2003 graduate of Murray State University with a
bachelor's degree in social work. He was a member of the MSU
Rugby Team. He is employed by Community Youth Services.
The wedding will be Saturday. April II. 2009, at 4:30 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Park Amphitheatre, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited.

Bellarmine professor,
author gives lectures
Murray State University's college of education will sponsor
lectures by author and educator
Dr. Robert B. Cooter of
Bellarmine University. on
March 26 and 27.
The lecture on March 26,
"Response to Intervention
(RT1):
A
Roadmap
for
Classroom Teachers," deals
with increasing literacy in
schools from a federal perspective and is aimed at local
instructors. It is based on a system that "integrate(s) assessment and intervention in order
to maximize student achievement and to reduce behavior
problems" as it relates to reading, said Dr. Chhanda Islam,
Murray State professor of early
childhood and elementary education. Cooter will also examine
implementation techniques for
classroom teachers.
The lecture on March 27 is
geared toward undergraduate
education students. Cooter will
discuss the challenges facing a
literature-based approach to literacy. such as developmental,
economic and language proficiency concerns. He will also
analyze literature's role in providing a positive reading influence on children.
The author or co-author of
more that 60journal articles and
19 books about reading education. Cooter's latest book,
"Teaching Children to Read:
The Teacher Makes the
Difference. 5th ed.," is a bestseller that is currently used at

welcomes
MURRAY
OPHTHALMOLOGY
ASSOCIATES

Ginger Leavell, NP

more than 200 universities.
Cooter has played a significant role in the implementation
of several literacy programs
across the U.S. He spearheaded
the Memphis Literacy Academy.
which strengthens proficiency
of instruction of inner-city reading teachers. The academy garnered Cooter and his colleagues
the 2007 Urban Impact Award
from the Memphis Council Of
Great City Schools. Cooter also
initiated the middle school literacy research project, Memphis
Striving Readers Program,
which received a five-year grant
from the U.S. Department of
Education. Additionally, tie
organized the Dallas Reading
Plan that has trained 3,000
teachers in comprehensive literacy instruction. He was named a
Texas State Champion for
Reading by former President
George W. Bush and First Lady
Laura Bush.
Cooter is currently the
endowed chair and professor of
teacher education at Bellarmine
University in Louisville, Ky. He
previously taught at the
University of Memphis.
The lecture for instructors is
scheduled for 5 p.m. on March
26 in 240 Alexander Hall. The
following day. Cooter's lecture
for students will begin at 8:30
a.m., also in 240 Alexander
Hall.
For more information, contact
the MSU college of education at
(270)809-3817.

Hal Capps, M.D.
David Bryson, M.D.

Providing Services For:
• Acute and Chronic Illness
• Health Promotion and Illness and Disease Prevention
• Weight Management Program
• Physicals including DOT, Sports, Employment,
and Routine School Physicals
• Male and Female Yearly Exams

eagle & Bailey
Adult Health
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HAS MOVED!

Please Join Us For Our

OPEN HOUSE

- Samefriendly staff to meet your needs -

Expanded Hours
Coming Soon!

L CARE M.D.s

Thursday, March 26th • 4-6 p.m.
To schedule
appointments call:

753-4616

Medical Arts Building • Suite 109 East • 300 South 8th St.• Murray, KY

Refreshments will be served.
300 So. 8th Street, Medical Arts Building, Suite 505 East
Murray, Kentucky (270) 753-3131 or 1-800-221-7892
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Attention
Parents:
Registration for Calloway County Schools'
2009-2010 Primary 1 / Kindergarten Program

1160 Potter town Road

Kaffiji.enDuc h,Principal
270-762-7325

Children who will be five (5) years of age on or before
October 1, 2009 are eligible to attend Calloway County's
full day Primary 1 Kindergarten program.

Turnbull and Alexander
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Robert and Cheryl Turnbull of St. Petersburg Beach, Fla..
announce the engagement of their daugher, Kimberly Robin
Tumbull, to Aaron Hawes Alexander, son of Dwight and Vicki
Alexander of Murray.
Miss Turnbull is the granddaughter of the late Harry and
Marguerite Alfred of Springfield. Pa., and the late Leroy and Esther
Turnbull of Swathmore, Pa.
Mr. Alexander is the grandson of Margaret Greenfield and the
late Edwin Greenfield of Murray and of Jessie Nell Alexander and
the late Gaylon Alexander of Puryear, Tenn.
The bride-elect, a 1999 graduate of Fionda State University.
received her master's degree in 2006 from the College of
Charleston, S.C. She is employed by Time Inc. as associate editor
of My Home Ideas.com, Birmingham. Ala.
The groom-elect is a 1995 graduate of Henry County High
School, Paris, Tenn., and a 1999 graduate of the University of
Tennessee, Knoxville. He is self employed in Property Management
in Birmingham, Ala.
The wedding will be Saturday. May 9.2009. at 4:30 p.m. at Folly
Beach, Charleston, S.C.

2928131.6M Road
Margaret'Cooc;Principal
270-61:•733

•

Students awarded at annual
Agriculture Banquet
Alpha Zeta, the professional
agriculture fraternity or Murray
State University, recently hosted
the Agriculture Awards Banquet
in the large ballroom of the
Curris Center. More than 400
students attended the banquet
and award ceremony where
nu.-rierous club and individual
awards were given. Matthew
Roark and Jolee Holderman
won Outstanding Senior Man
and Woman in Agriculture, the
highest honor awarded.
Other award winners were:
Rachel Neff, Outstanding
Senior is Agribusiness; Jessica
Smith, Outstanding Agricultural
Education Student Teacher;
Matthew Roark, Outstanding
Senior in Agriculture Systems
Technology; David Crouch,
Senior
in
Outstanding
Agricultural Science; Joshua
Scott, Outstanding Senior in
Agronomy; Krystal Campbell.
Outstanding Senior in Animal
Health Technology; Jolee
Holderman and Jona Kos for
Outstanding Senior in PreVeterinary Medicine: Krista
Denham, Outstanding Senior in
Animal Science; Laura Sadecki,
Outstanding Senior in Equine
Jessica
Gill.
Science;
in
Senior
Outstanding
Horticulture; Cassie Cutter and
Emily Harned, Agriculture
Leadership Award; and Erin
Cathcart, Outstanding Graduate
Student in Agriculture.
Club and organization awards
went to: Samuel Rogers.
Outstanding Man in Alpha Zeta;
Jolee Holderman, Outstanding
Women in Alpha Zeta; Matthew
Outstanding
Roark,
Agribusiness Club Member:
Robert Kyle Wade. Outstandiny
Agronomy Club Membe I
Charlene Siza, Outstandin
Senior in Sigma Alpha; Kayla
Branham, Outstanding New
Sigma Alpha Member - Nu
Sanders.
Amy
Class;
Outstanding New Sigma Alph.,
Member - Mu Class; Jennitei
Morgan Jenkins, Outstanding
:Sigma Alpha Member; Cassie

:.Roads •••
• From Page 6A
save thousands in taxpayer do'
lars and demonstrate to other,
that a clean environment 1.
:important.
For more information. visit
.the Website at http://adopt-ahighway.ky.gov/. For questions or comments, contact
:Miranda Thacker. 502-564or
e-mail
'-3419,
- Miranda.Thackerkoky.gov .

Cutter. Outstanding Block and
Bridle
Jolee
Member;
Holderman.
Outstanding
AHT/Pre-Vet Club Member;
Cody
Patrick
Willis,
Outstanding Alpha Gamma Rho
Stacy
Bridges,
Member;
Outstanding Horticulture Club
Member; Matthew Roark.
Agricultural
Outstanding
Engineering Technology Club
Member; Jolee Holderman.
Agriculture
Outstanding
Ambassador; Calandra Edie,
Stock
Outstanding
Seat
Equestrian Team Member,
Samantha Erwin. Outstanding
Hunt Seat Equestrian Team
Member; Cassandra Walker,
Outstanding Horseman's Club
Member; Benjamin Davis.
Outstanding Cowboy; Amber
Boyers, Outstanding Cowgirl;
and Outstanding FFA Member,
Justin Gossett.
"Go Getter" awards were
given to Justin Gossett, Rachael
Smith, Jona Kos. Zachary
Workman, Emily Henderson.
Jordan
Heintei,
Adele
Timberlake, Jennifer Morgan
Jenkins and Heather Whelehon.
All winners were given a
plaque to commemorate their
achievements.

Thursday, March 19,2009
9:00 am & 5:00-7:00 pm
School cafeteria

Parents should bring the following items:
A copy of the state certified birth certificate
(Hospital bet;certificate cannot be accepted)
An up-to-date Kentucky Certificate of Immunization

The student's Social Security card
An up-to-date Kentucky Physical
(Physicals dated prior ro August 5, 2008 cannot be accepted)

An eye examination performed by an optometrist or
opthalmologist will be required by Jan. 1,2010

WWW.CALLOWAY.K12.KY.US

APPY 21VD IIIRTIMAY!!!
• Bridal & Baby Registries
• Monogramming
Available
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Kentucky 280 accident reported
Staff Report
A Murray man received minor
injuries Tuesday after his vehicle overturned on Kentucky
280.
According to the accident
report from Kentucky State
Police Post I. Ricky Watson Jr.,
21, of Murray, was driving east
at the eight-mile marker on 280
at approximately 1:30 p.m.
Tuesday when he lost control of
the vehicle for unknown rea-

sons. He dropped off the southbound shoulder of the roadway.
which caused his vehicle to
overturn.
Watson was transported to
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital, where he was treated
and released with minor
injuries. KSP Trooper Brian
Duvall was assisted at the scene
by Calloway County Fire and
Rescue and MCCH EMS.

WASHINGTON (API — Federal Reserve policymakers gathered
to examine ways to lift the country out of financial and economic
turmoil as Arriencans fume over the government's handling of
AIG's bailout.
Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke and his colleagues opened a twoday meeting Tuesday afternoon, where they also will take fresh
stock of financial and economic conditions. They are all but certain to leave a key bank lending rate at a record low to try to brace
the economy, which has been stuck in a recession since December
2007.
What has realljtouched a public nerve: The fact that American
International Group Inc. — bailed at four times by the U.S. government to the tune of more than 8170 billion — paid $165 million
in bonuses to employees who worked in a division that has been
blamed for the insurance company's near collapse last year. The
bonuses came even as the company reported a stunning $62 billion
loss, the biggest in U.S. corporate history.

Treasury provides $1.46 billion to 19 banks
WASHINGTON (AP) — The government says it has provided
$1.46 billion to 19 banks in the latest payments from its $700 billion financial rescue fund.
The Treasury Department said Tuesday the new payments bring
the total paid out in its program to buy banks' preferred stock to
$19)3.5
The government is buying preferred shares of stock as a way to

bolster banks' capital reserves in the hopes of encouraging them to
resume more normal lending.

Obama asks Americans to support budget
v.ANtiiNGT(y,.. i API In d ncw Web %.ideri, President Barad'
Obama is asking Americans to help him pass his 83.6 trillion budget.

Obama asks views to "head outside this Saturday to knock on
;
some doors, talk to some neighbors, and let them know how impof
tant this budget is to our future."
Obama said his budget will "lay a foundation for lasting growth
and prosperity." by investing in health care, education and renew.-:
able energy. The spending plan projects a federal deficit of $1.71
trillion this year, by far the largest in history But Obama says he cas
get it down to 8533 billion by 2013.

IRS giving relief to some Medoff investors
WASHINGTON (AP)-- The Internal Revenue Service issued "c:
guidelines Tuesday that will allow tax relief and refunds for some;
Bernard Madoff victims who were levied for invesunent earnings ,
that turned out to be nonexistent.
•
IRS Commissioner Douglas Shulman told Congress the guide- •
lines are for taxpayers who have suffered losses from Ponzi
investment schemes such as the massive Madoff swindle.
Madoff investors should have reported earnings from their investments
with him through the years and thus paid taxes on those eanungs.

MSU Equine Abuse
investigation training
underway at MSU
Special to the Ledger
The Kentucky Horse Council
(KHC) in partnership with
Murray State University will
an
Equine
hold
Abuse
Investigation training March
18-20, at MSU's Carman
Pavilion. The three day Level 1
course provides hands on horse
opportunities to Animal Control
Officers and Law Enforcement
Officials designed to prepare
them for the identification, management and care of neglected
horses.
The first day of the course is
optional but recommended for
all attendees and provides bask
horse handling skills and equine
knowledge. Day two and three
cover the investigation, documentation, and legal process
and rehabilitation of the confiscated animal. Attendance on day
two and three is required to
receive a course completion certificate and continuing education credit.
"Last year we trained 50
investigators,"
commented
KHC Board President Madelyn
Millard. "With 120 counties, we
still have a long way to go in
providing much needed knowledge and skills to support the
health and well-being of

Kentucky's horses. Our goal for
2009 is to provide training to
another 75 investigative officials."
Beckey Reiter. an expert in
animal abuse statutes and legal
issues and Dr. Debbie Reed, a
licensed veterinarian from the
Breathitt Veterinary Center, will
present portions of the class.
Attending will be animal control officers and other law
enforcement personnel from
Calloway. Trigg, Christian,
McCracken, Warren, Bullitt,
Harlan, Pike and Jessamine
counties as well as Kentucky
State Police from Post 1 in
Mayfield and a humane investigator from Calloway County.
The Kentucky Horse Council
is a non-profit orgatuzation dedicated, through education, to the
protection, growth and development of the equine industry in
Kentucky. The Kentucky Horse
Council provides educational
programs, grants, scholarships,
personal liability insurance, trail
riding programs, and an annual
statewide equine industry directory. The programs ends at 4:30
p.m.

expense represents labor, equipment and fuel costs of relief and
clean-up efforts which may be
ongoing through July.
County Road Department
Supervisor Jodie Brooks told
the court that two crews are
working on clearing debris
along county roadway even as
they prepare for road repair and
other projects.
"It looks pretty good so far,
but it's going to take a while to
do it," he said, noting that
31,220 cubic yards of fallen tree
limbs have already been collected for disposal.
The department is responsible
for clearing county roadways:
however county officials are
appealing to residents to bring
their debris to a dumping station
located behind the county road
department garage on Sycamore
Street themselves if possible or
face a long wait before the job is
finished.
Elkins pointed out the state
Department of Highways or its
contractors are responsible for
clearing along U.S. 641, Ky.
121 and other state highways
and county crews will only he
clearing county highways.
-There seems to be some confusion about that," he said.
Meanwhile Elkins and district
magistrates are working to see
how much FEMA will reimburse the county for expenses as
meetings with state and federal
officials continue

Also, the county is identifying
all possible "shovel-ready"
projects locally that may benefit
from federal stimulus money
expected in Frankfort from
Washington. However Elkins
noted that no one is really quite
sure how much the state will
receive or how it will be distributed.
In other business, magistrates
Eddie Clyde Hale, Connie
Morgan, Bobby Stubblefield
and Johnny Gingles approved subject to audit - County Clerk
Ray Coursey Jr's clerk's settlement for 2008.
Before the meeting, Coursey
told magistrates that dollars collected from the purchase of
vehicles, transfer of property
and other county business saw a
significant decline last year
Coursey noted that usage fees
from the sale of vehicles were
down tens of thousands of dollars through December 2008 as
a bearish state and national
economy has resulted in less
consumer expenditure.
Although most of the funds
collected have to be turned into
the state treasury, the county's
portion will also be reduced:
further cramping the county's
already-strained budget.
Afterward, magistrates voted
to move the court's regularlyscheduled April meeting from
Tuesday, April 21 to Thursday.
April 16. The meeting will be
held at 5 p.m. in the district
courtroom as usual
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 08-CI-00173
COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS
SERVICING LP.

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 0e-CI-00390

PLAINTIFF,

VS. NOTICE OF SALE
KENNETH SCHROADER &lea KENNETH
CLARK SCHROADER,SANDRA LEE
SCHROADER, COUNTY OF CALLOWAY.

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of• Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on February 23. 2009, in the above caws, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $88,888 54.1 shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Canaway County. Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, April 3, 2009, at the hove of
10.00•In, local tame, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 766 Outland Road, Murray,
KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows
A certain tract of land located on the West side of Outland Road and Southerly
of Kentucky 1346 Highway in Calloway County, Kentucky and more particularly
described aa follows
L'nleas stated otherwise all iron pine referred to•eel anleor existing is • 5/8'
diameter iron pin. 18' long with • yellow plastic cap stamped R T Catter, PLS
1982 All bearing stated herein ere magnetic and referenced to plat of record in
Plat Cabinet 24, Page 9, Slide 2221.
Beginning at an existing iron pin in the West right of way line of Outland Road
(amid nein of army )ewwie taker, to he 241 f«.4 fanny reeteeeeere 2t et.
0,-1--er Of Treat 13 ‘Plat Cabinet 24 Page 8. Slide 2220 and the Northeast corner
of Henry Thurby (D.B. 274,P 191)'
thence, leaving said eight of way with the South line of Tracts 8 & 7) and with
the North line of Henry Thurby(Dee 274, P. 1911, North 88 deg 02 minutes 00
seconds West. 388.90 feet to an iron pin *et, a new corner,
thenee, with a new line, North 19 deg 22)10' East 210.06 feet to an iron pin get.
thence, with • new line, South 66 deg 02 minutes 00 second. East. 86 00 feet to
a6 x 6' port with existing witness pin at the West base,
thence, with a new line, South 76 deg 22 minutes 09 seconds East, 232 80 feet
to an iron pin set;
thence, with a new line South 71 deg. 10 minutes 22 seconds Faze 9204. feet to
an iron pin met in the West right of way line of Outland Road and in the East
line of Ti-act 8 (Plat Cabinet 24, Page 8, Slide 2221).
Thence, with said right of way and an arc te the left of 247 97 feet with s radius
of 448.96 feet to the point of beginning. located South 24 deg 23 minutes 4.3 seconds West, 244.93 feet (chord distance) and containing 2.00 acres more or less
and Ixeng part of Tract 7 and 8 of record in Plat Cabinet 24, Page 8, Slide 2221
according to•survey by Richard T. Carter. KY PLS 1982 with C & C Surveying
in Jtme, 2006.
Being all of the property conveyed to Kenneth Clark Schroeder, and wife,
Sandra Lee Schroeder, by deed from L.A. Travis, dated June 21, 1999. of record
in Deed Book 320. Page 139, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on•cash or credit basis of thirty 130
days, but if &Ad on a credit of thirty (301 days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Cotrunisconer one-third (1/3) of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient /surety for the remainder, in two equal inetallmente with
✓ood and sufficient surety, hearing interest at 129- per annum from the date of
sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty days_ A hen shall be
retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent tura, if any, shall
be secertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No.0S-C1-00223

PLAINTIFF,
VS. NOTICE OF SALE

FRED JOHNSON,JANE DOE,
UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF FRED JOHNSON,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, KENTUCKY.
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY,

11 BRIAN RIEDEL, BEATRIZ E R/EDEL,
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY. EDUCATION
CABINET CI FY OF HAZEL ET AL., DEFENDANTS
By virtue of•Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on February 23. 2009 in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $48,571 44, I ahall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, April 3. 2009, at the how of
10-00• m . local time, or thereabout, the following described property located Ir.
Calloway County. Kentucky, with its address being 201 Second Street Hazel
KY, and being more particularly described as follows
Being seventy feet off of the north end of Lets 6. 7, 0, and 28 feet off of the Wee,
aide of Lot No. 5, in the J./. Palmer addition to the town of }hart. Kentucky.
being of record in Deed Book 28, at Page 259, in the office of the Clerk of the
Celloway County Court. And being further described as being east of Brae
Acereee and rareerg 7n re. otrth anti nollth and 150 feet east and west
E61/4 in all respects the same property conveyed to R Brian Riedel, et ux., by
deed from Mary Elizabeth Oliver and husband, Richard W. Oliver, dated
February 28, 1996. of record in Book 212, Page 188, in the office ads Clerk of
the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be gold on •cash or credit basis of thirty )301
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty 301 days. the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner one-third (1/31of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, in two equal installments with
good and sufficient surety, bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of
gale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty days. A hen shall be
retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall
be aametair.ed and peed by the Commissioner, but the property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes
This 10th day of March. 2009
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 08-CI-564
REGIONS BANK D/B/A
REGIONS MORTGAGE,

PLAINTIFF
VS NOTICE OF SALE

MICHAEL P ELDRIDGE. AMBER R
ELDRIDGE, BENEFICIAL KENTUCKY,INC.
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, KENTUCKY,

DEFENDANTS

Beginning at•stake in the South side of Sprace Street in the town of Murray.
it being the Northeast corner of the lot now owned by Alonzo Ingram. formerly
the Free Will Baptist Church lot. thence South with Ingram Line about 96 feet
to•stake in the property line of Douglas High School lot corner to Ingram,
thence East with school lot 60 feet to a stake in the South edge of Spruce
Street, thence West with said street 60 feet to the point of beginning.
Being the same property conveyed to Fred R , Johnson. et iii, by deed from
Emanuel L. Rowlett, et .1. dated February 26. 196.3, of record in Book 117.
Page 567 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit bane of thirty
(30) days, but if sold on credit of thirty )30) days. the purchaser shall deposit
with the Conuniasioner ten percent(10%1 of the purchase price and execute
bond with grind end sufficient surety far the remainder, bearing interest St 12e
per annern from the dace of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within
thirty days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security All
delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner.
but the property shall be mold subject to the current ad valorem taxes

DEFENDANTS

A part of the Northwest Quarter of Section 36.'lemma/up 2. Range 3 East. and
beginning at a stake on the center of State Highway No 94, the Northwest corner of the Carl Rowland tract; thence East with said highway 90 feet to s
stake; thence South parallel with said Rcevlancre line 245 feet to a stake,
thence West 90 feet to a Alike in •fence on Rowlar.cre line: thence North with
said Rowlandei line 245 feet to the point of beginning

Being the same property conveyed by General Werranty Deed, dated August
30. 2005, by Joe Bolin, Trustee of the Audubon Tema. dated April 1. 2005, to
Michael? Eldridge and wife, Amber R. Eldridge. of record in Book 612, Page 9,
in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a :ash or credit Nuns of thirty
(30) days, but if sold on a credit of thirty )30) days, the purchaser shall deposit
with the Commissioner ten percent )10% of the purchaser pnce and execute
bond with good and sufficient surety for the remainder, bearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within
thirty days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security All
delinquent taxes, if any, aholl be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner,
but the property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes
This 5th day of March. 2009
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Callow/le Circuit Court

GET THIS YARD SALE AD!
2X2- Holds up to 70 words
One day S18.00'
Two days S28.00
Three days S35.00

(270) 753-1916

-Next Generation's
Music DJ's-

1

• Weddings • Private Parties
• Song Requests Welcome
Mixed music from all genres
• Soon to be hosting Karaoke
• Performing at the Keg
Friday Nights at 9pm

Brandon 1270)348-4413

NCYTICE TO
CREDITORS

EXCEPT That portion of said tract on the North end which heretofore nail
been conveyed to the Commonwealth of Kentucky for highway purposes

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on January 26, 2009, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of 17,624.88, I shall proceed to offer for
nide at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County. Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. March 27. 2009, at the hour
of 10,00 am,local time, or thereabout, the following described property located
in Calloway County, Kentucky, with it, address being 115 Spruce Street,
Murray. KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows.

This 5th day of March. 2009
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

PLAINTIFF,

VS NOTICE OF SALE

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on January 13. 2009, in the above calm, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff an the approximate amount of 373,727.95. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. March 27, 2009. at the hour
of 10;00 iern . local time. or thereabout, the following described property located
in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 4243 State Route 94
West, Murray. KY 42071. and being more particularly described as follows.

This 10th eley of March, 2009
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

REGIONS BANK D/B/A
REGIONS MORTGAGE,

U.S Bank National Associataon as successor to
LaSalle Bank National Ammo/nation. as Trustee under
the Pooling and Servicing Agreement dated as of
Aped I. 2002. among Asset Backed Funding
Corporation, Litton Loan Servicing LP and LaSalle
Bank National Association, ABFC Asset-Backed
Certificates, Series 2002-SB1, without recourse.

Trail sikwitiaq 1

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of the
accounts has been filed
in Calloway District
Court
by
Barbi/ea
Vaughn Guardian. for
Minor child of. Jessie
Vaughn Exceptions to
this settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County District Court on
or before the hearing.
which is set for 9.00 am
on the 30th day of
March, 2009
Linda Avery

YARD SALE
lx2
Holds up to
30 words
One Day $11.00
Two Days MAX)
Three Days $20.00
Murray Ledger
& Times
753-1916

The following estate flu
nary •ppointmente have
made in
been
the
Calloway Lestrict t rein
All claims against the.
appointments should be
filed with the clerk and
the fiduciary within so
months of the date 4
qualification
Estate of Chariettee A
Grogan, 2426 US HWY
641 South, Murray KY
42071, Case I 09-P-24,
Fiduciary:
Paul
D
Grogan. 2424 US HWY
641 South, Murray, KY
421111; Attorney, Joseph
Bohn, 314 Main St,
Murray, KY
42071.
Appointed: 3-11-09.

leiente,711
. • ... l'e 1.1)e.t. el I
\\*RI 1'111
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I March Madness Sale
Charlie's Antique Mall
in Historic Hazel, KY
Special Savings up to 75% off!
BIGGEST SALE OF THE YEAR

Estate of John L
Polichette, 670 Highland
Rd., Murray, KY 42071;
Case
#
e9-P-32;
Eiduciare. Cheryl R.
Polichette, 670 Highland
Rd.. Murray. KY 42071;
Attorney. Amy Rosa, 202
South 6th St., Murray,
KY 42071, Appointed 304-09
Eetete of More, Leo
Lassiter, 1401 South 16th
St . Murray. KY 42071
Case I 09-P-4; Fiduciary
Nancy M Stalls. 14.
Alumni Ave Moray KY
42071. Attorney Sid
Easley, 204 S. 6th St
Murray.
KY 42071,
Appointed' 3-4-09
Estate of- Lloyd A
Cooper, 1145 Robertson
Rd North. Murray, KY
42071, Case I 09-P-52;
Fidudiary,
Melissa
Cooper, 1145 Robertson
Rd North. Murray, KY
42071, Attorney N .A.
Appointed 3-9-09
Estate of Angelyn B
Parks, 1771 Kee nland
Dr. Murray KY 42071;
Case
0
09-P-54;
Fidudiary. Russell D.
Sparks, 106 Parchment
Ct., Cary, NC 27518;
Attorney Sid Easley, 204
South 6th St. Murray.
KY 42071, Appointed. 30-09.
Estate of Carrie L
Kurowake 1407 Story
Ave. Murray, KY 42071,
Case 1/09-P-55 Fiduciary
Linda Mclemore, 1407
Story Ave.. Murray, KY
42071. Attorney: Sid
Easley, 204 South 6th St..
42071,
Murray,
KY
Appointed. 3-9-09
Estate of Robert G
Horrebin, e65 Hawthorn
Rd Murray. KY 42071
Case 5044. .5e F iduciar','
Michael Pittman, PO Box
1075, Murray. KY 420
Attorney
Michael
Pittman, PO Box 1075.
Murray, KY
42071;
Appointed 3-10-09

Saturday Feb. 28th through the end of March!
Don't Miss This Special Sale,
For more info and to .sign up for special
drawings go to http://charliesantiquemall.com

BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting appircatiors
for LPN's . We also
offer an excellent benefit package. Full and
part time positions are
available.
Must be
licensed in the State of
Kentucky. Apply in person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOFJAAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for an RN. This is a
part-time davsnitt position for Tuesday,
Wednesday and
Thursdays. Must be
licensed in the State of
Kentucky. Apply in
person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton now has a fulltime
housekeeping
position. Must be able
to work days, afternoons and weekends.
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607
Main
Street
Benton, KY No phone
calls please EOEJAAE

DANCERS
needed
Cash nightly. Wed-Sat
27C227-4028
PURCHASE
Ford
Lincoln Mercury seeking Service Advisor
(experience desired,
but will train), Excellent
salary potential and
benefits. Please fax
resume to 270-2473246.
Attention
Wendell
Guge to
schedule an interview.
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Savings!
subscribe to

the

MURRAI

LEDGER &TIMES
Home Delivery

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
THE Murray Ledger
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies
do
occur. Readers using
this information do
so at their own risk.
Although
persons
and companies mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibdity whatsoever for
their activities.

6 mo.
I yr. --JIGSAW

Rest of KY/TN
,Pu:vela A Buchanan ,
3 mr..----$70.50
6 mo.---00.00
1 yr.------$120.00
I Check

Local Mail
!Calloway,
3 11)0...-.--.S35.00
6
1 yr. --.--41111.011
All Other Mail
Subseriptioas
3 mo.
6 into
1 yr.-514500

Money Order
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Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs

is

Apartments
-

IMMEDIATE OPENING
NEED EXTRA CASH?
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay
Taking Applications for
Comfy Route Canier For
Thit Murray Ltpdgerik Times
Must have own automobile, good driving
record and vehicle insurance. Six day per
• week delivery,Interested persons should
COMO by and peck up an application at
fie Murray Ledger & Times
tom Whltriell Ave.

muutiumumalLaws
Hs1p Wirer!

Kenlake foods a Kroger -owned dry moi
and nut processing private label manufacturer,
is now accepting applications for
Line Operator Technicians

LINE OPERATOR
TECHNICIANS
Responsibilities include setting up and running a
production lave, troubleshooung. and mechanical
arid electrical repairs Preferred skids include
mechanical electrical, PLC. vanable frequency
drives, 3-phase power. pneumatics, machine shop
and welding Prior man:chartering experience is
desired After framing. first obligation will be to
the weekend or weeknight shifts
Kenlake Foods offers a competitive wage and
benefit package. Nocluotng medical and dental
insurance, 40Ik Plan. company paid retirement
vacation and paid holidays
Qualified applicants should send
resume and salary history to:
Kenlake Foods
Attn. Human Resources
300 North L.P. Miller Street
Murray, KY 42071
Or email to- sherisweeneyeastreger.com
\s"..

a.cow gear.to.*

••••••re• One h.*
,
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TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
Ac3RICULTURAL LABOR
04-20-09 TO 01-01-10 1040375177(8 OPENINGS)
HEATH SHELTON HAZEL KY
04-20-09 to 01-07-10 KY10374768(10 OPENINGS)
JOHNNY SMITH FARMS KIRKSEY, KY
04-16-09 TO 12-24-09 KY/0375158 (7 OPENINGS)
jIMIAY DALE JOHNSON MURRAY. KY
04-20-09 TO 01-20-10 KY10375214(12 OPENINGS)
CARRAWAY TOBACCO MURRAY. KY
04-22-09 TO 12-10-09 KY/0374821 (7 OPEN'NGS)
EDDIE WARD FARMS HAZEL, KY
04-15-09 TO 12-15-09 KY/0374624(6 OPENINGS)
DAVID FEAGIN MURRAY. KY
04-25-09 TO 12-20-09 KY/0374902 (7 OPENINGS)
JONES KEY ASSOCIATION MURRAY. KY
04-15-09 TO 11-20-09 KY/0374066(7 OPENINGS)
FPS FARMS HAZEL. KY
04-20-09 TO 12-20-09 KY/0374067(8 OPENINGS)
KDWLD FARMS MURRAY KY
Tobacco/Farm Laborer'Nursery Laborer wage
$7 25.58.29 Hr 3.4 contract hours guaranteed, all
tools and eicit.w at no charge Housing provided for
those beyond commuting at no cost Transportation
and subsistence pay after 50% of contract completed
Transport daily to worksrte Apply for this ob at the
nearest office ot state workforce agency in this stale
Using iob order numbers above with a copy of this
advertisement Subiect to random drug test at employ.
IFS cost

West Kentucky Allf•d Services, Inc. has an
Immediate opening for WEATHERIZATION
CONTRACTOR. Eligible client must have general carpentry skills. Must pass cnminal background check. Full-time position with benefits.
Mon Fn. 8-4:30. Apply at West Kentucky Allied
Services, Inc. (270) 247-4046. WKAS is an
equal opportunity employer.

Walmart is currently accepting
applications for remodel associates.
Available positions: Nignt
Maintenance. Overnight, Warehouse,
Day Set Up.To apply visit the hiring
kiosk inside Walmart or visit our Web
site at walmart.com/apply.

MM.
DELIVERY DRIVER
and TANKSETTER
Calloway Co Prcoane Gas
in Murray nas an opening
for a local propane deavety
bobtruck driver and lam
eet-nstaNer Musi have a
COL-HerMat retanker
Excellent pay, great bentflis Please cam 753-7485
or WI tree tor warren at
1-8004174-4427 en 142 or
email tern at
wvanwycii Oiipgas com

LEAD
generation/inside
sales. Looking for an
aggressive individual
to help grow our business. Sales.
Telemarketing, or
Customer Service
expenemce preferred.
Hourly rate plus commission. Send resume
and letter of application to Automated
Direct Mail. 1410 N
121h St, Ste G. Murray.
KY 42071

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger corn.
you will be redirected
to robnet workcorn
By default.
Murray and local Job
listings M ill appear on
this website
However as a national
website. not all listings
m the nit-mow:irk am
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Plewse call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
Job listings. Thank you.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls
HANDYMANPan
time. Prefer experience
construction,
in
paint
mg, mild plumbing.
753-0201

GRAPH)C
designer
wanted Must be experienced
in
Adobe
Illustrator and Flash
Call Stephanie 0 270753-2150 ext
109.
8:30-2:30. Mon-Fri
MARKETING
Pleasant voices need
ed for easy phone
work No selling
Immediate full/part
time positions Work
Monday-Friday $7
$16 per hour Paid
weekly Call 762-9900
NEW catering, etc
bus:netts soaking 1,a0A
Service
Specialist.
Food prep and service
skills required. Flexible
schedule. Salary negotiable. Retirees and
nutrition
students
encouraged to apply.
Send resume to PO
Box 1040-L, Murray,
KY 42071
NOW accepting appli.
cations tot part-time
cleaners. Apply at 609
S. 12th St., Murray
from
10am-2pm.
March 24th-only.

TEMPORARY
•of openings 12
Tobacco. Hay/Straw.
Row
Crops,
General Agncultural
Workers Needed
Randall, Ronnie, &
Austin MINIM
Graves County, KY
05/01/2009-11/30/2009

ANTIQUES, Gal Larry
753-3633

ADVERTISEMENT,
Assistant Database
Administrator,
Information Systems
Department. Full-Ame,
non-tenixe track position to begin May,
2009. Qualifications:
Bachelor's degree in
computer science or
related field required.
Oracle DBA experience
may
be
exchanged for the
Bachelor's
degree
requirements on a
year-for-year
basis.
Minimum one year of
experience with Oracle
9+ DBMS as an administrator required. One
year experience with
Linux and/or Banner
preferred. Must have
strong oral and written
communication skills,
ability to work as a
member of a team.
Responsibilities
Under direction of the
Manager, Applications
Development. support
the institution's activities related to instaila
tior,
configuration,
maintenance
and
upgrades
to
the
Operational Data Store
and other databases
as
required
Application Deadline
March 23, 2009. To
Apply: Send letter of
application, resume,
and contact information for three references
to:
Chair,
Assistant
Database
Administrator Search
Committee,
Applications
Development Services
and
Support,
Information Systems,
Murray
State
University, 112 l&T
Building, Murray, KY
42071-3347. Women
and minorities are
encouraged to apply
Murray
State
University is an equal
COUNTRY GIRL
education and employHOUSEKEEPING
opportunity.
ment
Spring Cleair•og Weekly
/WF/D, AA employer.
Br-woody or monettk
WANTED: A pleasant
We even do aueet
person with computer
Cat Jennifer 904.41001
skills for a receptionKiin 358-0937
ist/property management position. Submit
HOME cleaning servicresume
to
centues. 227-7129.
ryiobeaoi corn
HOUSE & Office
cleaning. References
293-1635

812 Whitnell Ave.

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Ct

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th
Murray.

EtiTlic1

GAC
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270)753-6266
Ceti:(270) 293-4183
9 am. - 4 p.m. M-F

270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included No PETS!

Used rear tine idle'
753-3143

120
AperWeents For Rent

WNW
Fix Sale

*2003 Club car Elec
golf cart looks & runs
$2.000/firm
great!
.2002 Swisher 'Ranch
King" 60* cut, pull type
lawn mower, 13 horse
elec.
sten
$750.00/obo. •1994
Pontiac Grand Prix
3.1V-6, runs great new
tires. $800.00. 2937109.
RIFLES FOR SALE
'Savage 300 WSM
'Rem, 30-06 Semi
Auto
17 sakap
Target
•Rem. 700 Bolt
.12 gauge single barrail shot gun
Call 227-6237
ROMAINE, cabbage,
broccoli plants, fresh
cut
lettuce
and
spinach.
Naturally
grown using organic
approved
products
Call 753-4050 or 7039172.
SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line ot all Sony flat
panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
models
including
Sony's
Best
XBR
senes. On display for
free delivery & set-up,
custom
surround
sound installation also
available. Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned ano operated.
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action.
Murray
Electronics, Inc., corner of 8th and Arcadia.
www.murrayelectronicsinc.com
(270)753-7567.
cleaners,
VACUUM
bags. belts & hoses
Jerry Sporting Goods
Mayfield. KY

Appliances
ALMOST new
Kenmore Washer and
older dryer. $300
O.B.O. 226-8038
LARGE
SELECTION
useD APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS
DOS E Soot:112th St

270)753-1113
Home i-ainitirungs
CUSTOM made King
bedding
with
four
valances,
matching
area rugs & bath
accessories. 753-5490
TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques
Reed Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361

1, 2, 3BR homes
FSBO
Possible
Set-up In
finance
Murray Bill 978-7656
2 3BR homes. Will
consider trade- motorcycle,
automobile.
camper. Bill-(270)9787656
REDUCED
1999
16x70
Fleetwood
2BR. 2BA. all-appliances
including/garbage disposal covered porch,
metal storage building,
carport Located Fox
Meadows
73 I -247-3046
280
Yob* homes For Nei
1
3BR $275.00
753-6012
NICE 2 BR, no pets
753 9866
320
velment: For Rent
1 BR apt, venous toe cations. Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898
1 OR 2bi apts near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR & 2BR apartments
available. Great location. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no pets
753-2905
1BR all appliances in
University
Heights
Subdivision Deposit
lease, no pets $325
753-4937 M-F 8-5
2 BR apt near MSU.
Move in free days
Coleman RE.
753-9898
2 BR duplex, with
C.H.A.C., carport, all
appliances furnished.
no pets 436-5960
2 BR, 2 BA. no pets
406 Barnbi Cl North
270-841-5653.
270-376-2746.
2BR apartment, nice
area, close to MSU,
includes washer/dryer,
$403 per month.
270-293-5871
2BR apt. partially furnished, some utilities
paid,
no
pets.
$290/mo. 767-9037
28R duplex, nice,
C/1-VA, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR duplex. stove
refrigerator, air conditioner furnished. No
pets. $325.00/mo.
434-4114
2BR townhorne 1.5BA,
WID, 2-car garage.
$695 rent,
$500
deposit, first month
free.
1 -year lease, no pets
293-3904
1401
Diuguid Dr.
2BR, patio, no pets.
$355/mo. 293-6070
3 BR duplex. Coleman
RE 753-9898

LasniGsfesn
Murray Lawn Trrotor
excellent
condition,
14.5hp, 42in. cut
$495. 759-8252,
293-4.945

I

Equiff'"

HEAVY gauge horse
stalls.
feeders
2
fencers $500
262-490-4692.
JD HI-Cycle Sprayers
600. 6,000, 6,500 from
Parts
$4,500.
&
Service. 502-550-4080

Motorcyle
helmets
packets, boots, saddle
bags Jerry Sporting
Goods, Mayfield, Kv

753-3853
360

www.murraykyapartments.com

10'X16' storage shed
$2,500 080
436-5084

IZO

24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

One and Two Beridn./M Apartment,
Central Heal and Air
Accepting Application,

BUYING old U.S Corn
collections
Paying
Blue Book value.
293-6999

Coma".
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

BUYING
Juni( cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235,
227-6004

Wages
$7 25
$8 00/tiour
14 of
hours listed on lob
order
guaranteed
Work toots will be provided at no cost Free
housing provided to
those who cannot reasonably retum to their
permanent residence
each working day
Transportation & subsistence paid when
50% of contract is met
Physically able to meet
& perform all lob specifications May
be
required to take random drug and/or alcohol tests Apply for this
lob at the nearest KY
Office of Employment
& Training Dmsion of
Workforce
Employment Services
Office using lob listing
number KY03748234
WILIC
Relations
Specialist,
Public
Relations,
Murray
State University. Fulltime, 12-month nontenure track position to
begin
May
2009.
Qualifications
Bachelor's degree in
Journalism, communication, marketing or
related field required.
Minimum of two years
experience in public
relations and/or lournalism
required.
Additional expertence,
along with graphic
design skill and photo
editing
preferred.
Accomplished writer
and editor with the
tO write for different
formats, ano excellent
interpersonal communication skills In an
organization
setting
required. Knowledge of
and experience with
academic institutions
preferred
Demonstrated working
knowledge of new
media (social networking sites, news feeds,
applications, b(ogging,
etc.) and hands-on
experience in media
placement required.
R•sponsibilltles.
Position provides support and leadership in
promoting
Murray
State University's mission. goals, people and
programs regionally
and nationally through
various media outlets.
with a strong emphasis
on innovative promotion to generate positive media attention.
Identifies key areas to
publicize: evaluates
media
placement
opportunities;
and
develops and executes
communication work
plans. Wntes assigned
and self-initiated news
releases and communications for external
and internal placement.
Application
Deadline: Postmarked
by April 3, 2009. To
Apply: Submit a letter
of application, current
resume, names and
contact information of
three references, and
news and public relations writing samples
postmarked by deadline date to: Chair,
Public
Relations
Specialist
Search
Committee.
Murray
State university, putaic
Relations, 429 Sparks
Hall,
Murray,
KY
42071. Women and
minorities are encouraged to apply. Murray
State University is an
equal education and
employment opportunity, M/F/D, AA employer.

1505 Diuguid Dnve • Murray. KY 4207 i

NECINSEACH
MINI STORAGE

4 BR, 2 BA, all appliances Move in free
days. Coleman RE.
753-9898
4BR, 2.58A duplex
now available. All appliances. No pets. 1 yr.
lease, deposit. $760
per month. 753-4937
8-5, M-F
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairment
accessible.
Phone.
492-8721. Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am. TOO No,
1-800-648-6056 Equal
Housing Opportunity.
LIKE new, 1BR apt, all
appliances.
1707
Brooklyn Dr 270-559
9080 Cr leave message

HAZEL New one bedroom Appliances.
water, sewer, trash
electric included
$550/mo.
(270)4928211
LARGE 3BR apt
newly remodeled, on
campus, CM/A, W&D,
$600- 2 people. $6753 people, water,
sewage & trash furnished, no pets
i270)293-3710
LARGE mace 1BR all
appliances. 270-7595885, 270-293-7085
NICELY
remodeled
2BR duplex, furnished
including ail appli
ances, no pets. 414 N.
489-2741.
8th.
$375/month
NOW LEASING
1,2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Or
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056
TOWNHOUSES
for
rent. 3 & 4 BR 2.5 BA,
refrigerator,
oven,
stove, washer & dryer
included. Close to
Murray State $630$840 a month. First
month 1/2 off. Call 270348-0458.
VERY nice 2BR, all
appliances. 270-7595885, 270-293-7085.
VERY nice 3BR, 28A.
2 car garage, fenced
yard. Located in quiet
gold course community. $875 270-759-5885.
270-293-7085

\it‘‘ twi
Thu stint
ti. th
H.,- It CM. F

JAL RENTALS
MIN1-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
'armee of 121 1 & Gkad
D/X10 $2.5 10x15 NO
(2701 436-2524
(2701 293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
-Security alarmed
..Safe & clean
'We sell boxes/
•We rent U-Hauls.
753.9600.

Murray Ledger & Tinos Fair
Housing Ad Notice
All rval estate adverthed herein
the Federal Fair
is
llouing Act, ishich makek it
illegal to advertise, In, prefer
ence limitation or discnrnina
non based or race color, MI
port sex. handicap, familial sia
Ns or nahonal origin or intention to make any with refer
met
,
, limitations or docnmina
I..
rstate tan• forbid discrimination
in the salt, rental or advertesing
ot real ektate beesi on factor- in
addition io thoie protested
under tederal lac.
We hill lash.ingli carpi Inn
ads ertiong for rear t,tate ohich
e= rot in oilation ot the law All
persons air Keret, mistimed

thal all dwellings aihretoed art
dadt4 oil an tsnial oppurtu
r it% hash
For nuttier avsistance hith Fair
Housing Adsertoing moire
ment. .00tact 5i,4 Counsel
r' Mrlarn ,-orn n44 ION'

NMIMINNO

440
Lots Fgr Sine

959-4017
283=711
.
14-

1500 sq. ft Store
frontage. 1701 121N
bypass, 6750 month.
Call 753-2225 (Debbie
Mac) 759-1509(Steve)
after 5:00.
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location 753-2905.
292-1480

SION'
AKC
registered
Pembroke Welsh Corgi
Puppies 1 black/white
male, 2 tri color
females Very sweet
and playful $350
753-0178
DOG Obedience
436-2858

LAKE LOT
SALE
(Closeout
Section 2)
2+ AC
30,200
Free Covered
Slips!
Was $54,900.
Gorgeous park-like
setting w/ private
access to spectacular
Kentucky Lake! On
quiet rd w/ U/g utils.
Excellent financing.
Call now 1-800-7043154.
x.2231.
KY
Land
Partners, LLC

/Sonia For Sale
'''OWNER
Financing- No
Credit Check
3BR. IBA, hardwood
floors, 223 East Main
Puryear, Tenn. $1,000
down. $395.00-monthly. Call Ruthie.
(270)753-2222

Check us out
on the Web!
w1w.mrtayted9ar.c031

2 BR, 1 BA, 2 car
garage, large yard,
partially fenced. $550
plus
security
and
lease. 978-7441.
2 BR, appliances, w/d
hook-up, air conditioner, garage, big fenced
back yard. $525/mo.
South 9th St. 270-7670615.
2 BR. very
Coleman RE
753-9898

nice

2BR, 1BA older house
in Hazel. C/H/A, appliances furnished. Call
after 5pm. 731-4988312
38R, 2BA. Hardwood
floors, newly remodeled. 701 Broad St.
$500 month, no pets
293-3710
4BR, 2BA well water.
C/H/A, $800/month. 68 miles out of town.
270-559-3557
ONLY 1 1/4 miles from
Murray City Limits and
M.S.U. on 121N. 3BR,
1BA w/d. with 32x42
detached garage. CHA
newly remodeled. No
pets. Lease $600
month. 270-753-1718.

SHIH-TZU puppies. AKC registered Impena
bloodline. Vet checked, wormed, first shots
Parents on site. Ready for new homes middle of
April. Males $400. Females $500
(270) 759-1206 or(270)2274212

Pets& Supplies
SHiH-TZU Puppy For
Sale, 3-months old;
CKC registered;
brown, black and
white, smart: beautiful,
sweet: housebroken
($400) Call
752-0166

HAY for sale Hybrid
Bermuda grass (horse
quality) square bale
$5.50 each
Mixed
Grass rolls SAID/each
270-293-3805

Peak SIN

CRAWS REAL
.ESTATE & AUCTION
.304 N 420, 1
=(2,0i 'F8V-7253
12701,7054449
torr.My atavis

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668
HALEY Real Estate
Appraising
270-759-42114

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
Units available
753-2905

YOUR AD COULD
DE KR Fie
$75.00 A 1101111
153-1916

Noose For Salt
3,000sq ft home with
ull-basement 4-5BR,
3BA with detatched
garage on 5-acres.
3yrs. old 3mi. north of
Lynn-Grove on 1836.
$265.000. 435-4662
38R. 2BA, 2-story
ceaar home. 5 private
acres. Fruit & hardwood trees. Appliances
included.
189,500
270-227-4862.
3BR, 2 Bath ranch io
acres fenced, large
barn, 4-horse stalls, 6garages, Pans, Tenn,
private $229,900, or
rent
$1.100
References required
Call Tom Moody
Moody RE 1-800-6425093
MURRAY Estates. 3
BR,
BA,
2.5
Immaculate, tastefully
decorated.
.5 acre
lot.Low 200's.
7 67.2246.
NEW 2100sqft. brick
home. Hill top view. 1/2
mile to Murray. Must
see
$144,000. By
owner. 519-8570

New 2-4
Bedroom homes
in Riverfield
Estates.
Ntatt Jennings

293-7872

lint,

NIurra

cdger

CLASSIFIEDS

hint
,

(AA) Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land
or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-6737

C131
Homes For Sale
• uy
Houses!
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brick
w. 1/2
Must
By

2004 Chevrolet Z71
Suburban
loaded
Excellent condition
45,500-miles
one
owner, 516.000
293-4646

AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Sagging floors
*Roof Leaks
•Sheetrock
*Decks
No lob too small
227-9641
ALL Carpentry
Construction
*Homes 'Remodeling
• Decks 'Screened
Porches 'Garages
*Sagging
*Rotten
Floors •Terrnite
Damage *Home &
Mobile Home
Licensed & Insured
270-227-0587
270-753-2353
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
ASHCRAFT
Home
Repair
Replacement doors &
windows, roofing &
repair, floonng- hardwood & tile. interior
tnm work. Reasonable
rates Insured.
293-1132
Dwayne Asncratt.

ont.t.fos:oo
A'MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 scum swami
Res Corn . & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All lobs - big or small

753-9562
293-8377. 436-2867
Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORD
ABLE Hauling Clear
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work.
519-8570 Simmons
Handyman &
Carpentry Service
Over 20 years Tree
seivice also Call Don
Murray area

•Rogibig •Rerrodelins
•kepoirs •Itd.,ured
lob ro.1
•Fmaneing Avaitalsk
227-2617
'
74-05
HANDYMAN
parnting,decks.
remodeling.repair.
storm cleanup. etc
293-5438

MOWN
ELECTRIC
, 270-227- 267.3
Inrchcostanelectricco.com
ELECTRICIAN
Construction.
Remodeling or Just
A Switch Carpentry
& General Repair
Licensed & Insured
Keith 205-6128
BARRY JAMES
ELECTRONICS
Hume The.„e
'Sales ...Service ••

II \I
\

\II \

• giet&i,r &
pickups
• locally tiss tied/upended
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Ilassilton crenate
0
- 464
*
3349 Be. at 110101.
753-8087

'Ceramic *Marble
•Hard wood
Licensed et Insured

TROYER'S
Construction
Pole Barns Gaiages.
Decks
Shingles 6 Metal
Rooting
Owner Daniel Troyer
(2701804-6884

HOME & Lawn
Mowing, leaf mulch,
gutter cleaning,
repairs, painting, etc
(270)382-2055
(270)705-8250

530
Swears Mime

•

ukTIMATE DETAIL
16x.fesekr.xentryte
T-A4144 SP4e-99s1
Hand..
&
toretbr Stanni2 at$40
•$trOach tbrattrral
.12101473472ft
"• •

FREE to a good
home 2 female kittens, gray & white,
born 11/5 Why have
an ordinary cat when
you can have a great
one,(270)227-0834

530
Sewn Online

[

530
Sin"3
f*r971

MURRAY MOWING CO.
Commercial &
Residential
'Licensed & Insured
'Scheduled Mowing
FREE ESTIMATES

4

Call

Ron Frame Jr.

2104274591

Res. 270-474-0323• Cell. 270-227-3140
'No pota is complete until customer is satisfied -

Connick set to
receive honorary
Tulane degree

Nu. di

r

in): •

-53-4344 • 1.2"7-5644

G.411011.-11 •
LAWN SER'CK'E
•
: Innienin.%hrulh,
11,"`•4111 Lur rgetni,
75.1.116111
ell:12141716'

Aldridge & McCuiston
Rooting Co.
19+"NM tap
Umassde•Mrsolir
Piss Riarmass
68700111•411110
(271811193•1914

David's Home
Improvement
1.1.0
Water Damaged Floors
Braces St Floor Joists
Remodeting ft Plumbing
Will Do Insurance Work
Visa S slasterCarc Acreclee

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

WEOELS TREE
SERVICE
.
(ocal *Lc &
•Inmming
*Take down .Removal
*Bucket Truck *Chipper
(270)293-8105
(270)841.1586
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

530

'1.‘ Frame's
I •
# services, lac
Jou..
Tree Maintenance 8 Debris Removal
*Trees shaped, trimmed or removed
-Stump Removal •Atl modern epeuipment
Touur emergency service *licensed 6 insured

JOE'S JOBS

.WociuAt
COmPall:Nit •
7:-..RODFIN.G
Lichnjed.'elioricie.d
tionetticr:
k'nee
. Estunate
0t95.
2713)-871,
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Ttimming,
removal.
.lump grinding, tirewood Insured.
489-2839.
HANDYMAN Service
Storm clean-up, tree
trimming & repairs
Free estimates
262-490-4692
270-759-4116

I ilv
hist:ilk&

edtiesda), March 18, 2009 • .311

530
Sar4mCIV.1

.4

(270) 221-9212

530
[
Seneca Oftener!
I

GREAT
graduanor
M&R Tree Service
presents! 2001 Honda
Providing brush pickCivic Loaded. sunroof.
up & removal. tree cutlight hail damage.
ting, leaf removal etc
$4,195 obo, $2,500
293-8119 Don or
below book. Both vehi746-8732 Jerry
• • ASPIRAI.Tcle have all servicrInsured
itclE.13r4A..
record 1997 Explorer
Paving ; '."1SC work- plumbing,
Eddie Bauer. Every
painting electnc, etc
option Leather, sun. lb.. 40 sears 4-week-rise
227-6535.
roof, ext. $3.695
$1,400 below book
MOWING & Trimming
Open to reasonable
Reliable
scheduled
offers. Have 2 new AURORA TREE COM- lawn ma:ntenance Any
PANY--For
all your tree size yard in town or
cars 417-337-3561
care needs:
county. Tree trimming,
1999 Fora Taunus,
'Cut, trim and shrubs, mulch etc
58,000 miles, new
removal.
available. Call Steve
tees, brakas, runs per'
Debris removal.
67-917EI
,
fect $3,500
'New
planting
an
(260)437 7946
care
'MYERS 1.71iMBEFI
'Residential and com..lotetien • path
mercial
Windows...pawl
"(270) 703-9523
ReYzthnl *-S!chilik •
[006 Dodge Grand
Benton,KY
Psee estimates '
Caravan SXT, DVD,
Licensed and insured.
(270) 753-t450
stow-n-go, power sliding doors, 57,000
'
Free estimates
miles $11 800
'Guarantee 100% cuse.HILLIPS BROS
(270)839-2504
torner satisfaction
'LAWN 0:1 14FBRUSH & Hammer.
•Spnng Clean-up
Painting, fix-it's &
*Mowing *Mulching
repairs, decks pres1995 Freightliner, 430*Trimming
su.e washed and
470 Detroit 'SO'
Jeremy 293-3983
stained 436-2228
series. 10 speed
Eaton, Can be seen at
East Valley Diesdel
Repair Call Paul
Pool Table Guy.
(270)767-1773
20 years Expenence
Ow 40 ream esp.
Pool Tables Bought Sold.
Saks & Mad:lawn
Serviced and Moved
91am same as cash art.
731-819-4655
753-7728
07 Laredo by Keystone
29ft . 5th wheel, travei
C OW E0Y-LIP
Ouatity roe'Service'
trailer 492-8790 afte
ROOFING
We'll clean-up yard
Shingle Wolk Metal
and rake.
& Rubber Rooting
1976 Dodge Titan, self
Fully Insured
Free estimates
contained.
class-C
Free Estimates
Tim Becker
mcttor-hr...me. 21 6 V-8,
(270)782-2387
(270)978-0806
runs great In murray
(270)705-5977
(270)382-2028
$1.500 obo Please call
(513)578-4456
DAVIS Handywork's
Quicker, Better,
Rooting, small home
Cheaper,
garages,
repairs,
• Int & Ext Painting
decks, siding, win• Handyman Work
dows, doors & home
• 30 years exp
building to suit No lob
LAM
(270)293-8688
• LAWN SERVICE
loo small.
(270)489-2069
(270)227-9484
Mowing, Marricbrieg.
Landscaping
OSW
PAINTING.
Leal Vacuuming
REYNOLDS
Sheeirnis RekleSaistarken saararitioil
& SON'S LLC
• .:Residenti,11-4,..
7S3-1816'227 It
• Bush Flogging
-" Comenerc.iaf
••
•
• Land Clearing
•Flee'
YOUIll AD .
• Tractor Work
Lfterised
Dirt/Gravel
Hauling
•
COULD:BE i.2791•22&0505
270 226-9015
HERE OR

DeS

Lie

Swam 011erar

530
Services Ottixaci

.rDto provided
History Team members pictured are, front, from left, Kaylee Capps, Ashlee Edminster, Will
Adams and Mitchell Handegan: back, from left, Natalie Adams, Sarah Parker, Carver Lawson,
Dylan Boone, Dustin Bevil, Jacob Baron, Nathan Sutherland and Logan Smart.

MMS students
place at recent
History event
Murray Middle School history' team members recently competed in History Day at Murray
State University. Students completed a 175 question comprehensive test and scores are
totaled to derive the winner.
Murray Middle seventh grade
students placed second out of II
schools. Will Adams, seventh
grade team member, placed second overall.
According to Tommy Shown,
social studies teacher, "I'm excited about our students achievement. Our seventh grade team
Photo provided
has placed second for three years Pictured is Will Adams, 2nd place overall seventh grade stuin a row and second four of the dent for World Civilization. Adams is the son of Chip and Jill
past six years.Adams.

Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Thursday, March 19, 2009:
Be aware of what you have to
offer. Sometimes you sell yourself short. Don't. On the other
hand, be aware of what doesn't
work for you anymore. Try to
make a needed adjustment. If
you simply cannot tinker with a
situation and adjust it, you might
have to let it go. If you are single, do check out anyone you
want to hook up with. Give a
relationship a year before you
decide this is it. You might be
surprised by what comes out
within a year. If you are
attached, spend more time
together as a couple. You will
enhance your relationship as a
result, especially with additional
respect. CAPRICORN has your
best interests in mind.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic,
4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-Apr11 19)
**** You might think you don't
care about others judgments
Friendship helps you remember
what really is basic, giving you a
sense of what is important Stay
open to other ideas. Avoid sarcasm, as it will get you nowhere
Tonight: A must appearance.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Events pressure you to
see beyond your normal scope
Avoid the negativity of others.
Listen to suggestions, but ultimately do find the experts Avoid
excessive indulgence. Tonight
Relax to a favorite piece of
music.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Work with individuals
rather than groups, You could
feel more strongly about a key
friend or associate. Push to see
different issues and get past a
problem. You might go overboard when encouraged by a
friend' Toaight. Visit over dinner
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Give up thinking that you
are in control Others seem destined to do whatever it is they
deem necessary, A key associate might try to explain his or her
actions Just let it be, and refuse
to challenge this person Tonight.

NEW ORLEANS (AN New Orleans native Harry
Connick Jr, is getting honors
from Tulane University.
He is one of four people
receiving honorary degrees
from the school in May,
The musician and actor used
his celebrity to draw attention
to the rebuilding effort in New
Orleans
after
Hurricane
Katrina.
Connick co-founded the
Musicians Village to help provide housing for musicians in
the city.
Tulane spokesman Mike
Strecker says he expects all
four to attend the May 16 commencement.

White House:
Obama to appear
on Leno's show
WASHINGTON
API President Barack Obama has
landed a spot on Jay Leno's
late-night talk show, a chance
for the president to add a light
touch to his effort to get the
economy back on uack.
NBC says it will be the first
time a sitting president has
appeared on such a program.
The White House said that
Obama will visit "The Tonight
Show With Jay Leno" during
his trip to Los Angeles on
Thursday. NBC will tape the
program and then air it that
night. after Obama has
returned to Washington.

by Jacqueline Iligar
Decide who, where and when
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Relax with others, and you
will find that much more gets
done. Your inteliectual curiosity
continues to push you to break
into new types of thinking.
Brainstorm with people you consider intellectually challenging
Curb over-indulgence. Tonight:
Let's be disciplined. Exercise
time.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Taming your endless
imagination Just cannot happen.
Remain sure of yourself, even if
an idea or two doesn't hold up.
Invite a loved one out for an
early dinner. as your mind probably won't be on business.
Tonight Acting like it is the weekend, and do you care?
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Get down to fundamentals. Your mind keeps putting
you into another land of thought.
Try to focus. Jot down randomn
thoughts to keep them under
control. Your high energy and
clarity could be challenged by a
partner, associate or friend.

Tonight: Happily head home.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** How you deal with
someone could change radically
because of what you hear and
see. A family member knows
how to push your buttons, and
will do lust that. Remain centered and direct. Tonight:
Hanging out could be fun.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** Be aware of what others
are asking. You have a way that
draws many. Be aware that people around you might not be
looking at you, but at what you
have to offer. You might not want
to change this outlook within
business circles. Tonight: Pay
bills.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Your winning ways carry
you far and help you get past
many problems. Stay on topic
and focus on what must be
done_ Laugh and relax. Dabbing
personality into the mix works
better, especially as many people are not driven like you.
Ton.
All smiles.

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Know when to pull back
and ouestion more. What do you
want and desire? You have a
way that makes everyone think
you are his or her friend Be willing to make your own inroads
right now. A quiet meeting could
be more fruitful. Tonight: Do your
thing.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Don't hesitate to zero in
on what is important, Negativity
between you and another person could produce a coldness
that you would prefer not exist
Consider a way of getting
around this barrier. Discuss it
with an understanding person
Tonight: Where the gang is
BORN TODAY
Actress Glenn Close (1947).
actor Bruce Willis (1955).
actress Ursula Andress (1936)
•••
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at www.jacquelinebigarcom.
(c) 2009 by King Features
Syndicate Inc

Randy Thornton Co., Inc.
"Quality Work Since 1937"
SERVING THE PEOPLE OF WESTERN
KENTUCKY FOR OVER 70 YEARS

MANEPartnering ii ith Trane for
her in bears

$ 1 00.00

REBATE

On Replacement of any
Complete Central Residential
Heating and Cooling Systems
Starch 1 Mrs Aprfl 30, 2009

WE SERVICE ALL BRANDS!
Sheetmetal • Heating and Air Conditioning • Installation and Service
•Commercial • Residential • Commercial Refrigeration
Galvanized, brass, Copper Aluminum and Stainless Steel
• Commercial Gutters • Humidifiers and Air Cleaners

ROTOBRUSH DUCT CLEANING
. •
BOZ therStnut street • Murray, Kentucky 42071
(270) 753-8181 • www.ranclythorntc.n cam

COMICS/ FEATURES
Poem's simple truth benefits
family through generations

• V3ednesday, March 18. 2009

LookingBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Brad
Steele and Skip Dodd. Murray Callow ay County Park officials.
checking the sire and depth of
a hole for one of the 10 trees
to be planted around the Rotary
Club Memorial Walk at the park
The photo ma. by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Marine Ptc Jerenue W Olive,
son of Ronnie ()Ilse of Murray.
recently completed the Motor
Vehicle Operator Course at the
Marine Corps Detachment at Fort
Leonard Wo.al. Mo.
Henry Buchanan. local author.
v.as the guest speaker at a meeting 'it the Home Department of
the MurTay Woman's Club.
20 years ago
Ronnie G. Hubbard has been
named as new postmaster at the
Murray Post Office.
Ms. Gertrude Sprague will celebrate her 102nd birthday on
March 20. She is now a resident at Fern Terrace Lodge.
Murray State University. Racers lost 89-73 to Penn State in
the opening game of the National Inv itational Basketball Tournament at State college. Ga.
In the first Regional High
School Basketball Tournament at
Murray State University. Marshall County Lady Marshals won
60-53 over Fulton County Lady
Pilots.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of Ruby
Dell Hale who became the first
woman to be seated on the Murray Electric System Board in its
27-year history. She is pictured
with Bill Boyd. chairman of the
board The photo was by Staff
Photographer Jennie B. Gordon.
Dr. Robert Howard, associate
professor in communications at
Murray State University. and Mrs.
Howard. teacher of French at Murray High School, were speakers
at a meeting of the Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.

Births reported include a girl
to Barry and Mary Gail Johnson. Feb 28.
DEAR ABBY: When I was
40 years ago
Sgt Ed Knight, Sgt. Max Morgrowing up. my parents had
ns and Sgt Mozelle Philips. all
a framed poem from your colof the Murray Police Department.
umn hanging on our kitchen
and Deputy Shenff Gene Parker
wall. None of us kids could
are attending a Breathalyzer Opermiss it because it was right
ator Training Course at Eastern
next to the telephone Before
Kentucky University. Richmond
Betty Riley and Max Cleaver.
we moved
students at Calloway County High
out to start
School. received top honors at
families of
the Regional Debate Festival held
our
own,
at Murray State University They
Mom gave
were accompanied by Larry Dunn.
debate coach at CCHS.
each of us
Yvette Watson and Billy Joe
framed
Pyle were marned March 7 at
copies of it
Spnng Creek Baptist Church.
to remind us
50 years ago
of
family
Kirksey High School Senior
values.
Class will present the play.
By Abigail
"Grandma's Best Years," on
Van Buren
March 20 at 7 p.m. at the school.
Won't you
Cast members include Faye Patplease run it again for your
ton. Celia Morgan. Lyda Houser.
readers? The title of the poem
Glenda Sutter, Linda Crouse.
was "Success." Young couples
Ralph Daniell, Kenneth Hopkins,
today would find it as benePat Murdock, Emma Jo Camp.
Charles Parker, Darrylin Treas.
ficial as my parents did. It
Dana Gray, Joe Ann Elkins, Donna
worked for my sisters and
Cecil. Larry Cunningham and
brothers and me. -- MIMI IN
Bobby Bazzell.
LOS ANGELES
Bro. Paul Webb, pastor of
Locust Grove Baptist Church. is
the speaker for the church revival.
DEAR MIMI: I'm glad to
March 22-29.
oblige. The poem. which was
60 years ago
penned by Martin Buxbaum,
Five Murray businesses in
is included in my "Keepers"
downtown Munay were ravaged
booklet. which is a collection
by fire last night. They were
of favorite letters, poems and
Chevrolet Restaurant where the
fire started, Purdom Hardware
essays that have appeared in
Company Warehouse. McKee!
this column over the years. It
Tractor & Implement Company.
was assembled because so many
Sunlight Beauty Shop and Bowl
readers said the items were
Mor Bowling Alley. W.G. Swann
meaningful to them, and
was owner of the building where
requested that they be comsome of the firms were located.
The cost was said to be about
piled as a booklet. Read on:
$180.000. The Murray Fire
SUCCESS
Department was assisted in fightYou can use most any measing the fire by fire departments
ure
from Mayfield and Pans. Tenn.
When you're speaking cf

Dear Abby

Todayinilistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. March
18, the 77th day of 2009. There
are 288 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 18. 1959, President
Dwight D. Eisenhower signed the
Hawaii statehood bill. (Hawaii
became a state on Aug. 21. 1959.1
On this date:
In 1766. Britain repealed the
Stamp Act of 1765.
In 1837. the 22nd and 24th
president of the United States.
Grover Cleveland, was born in
Caldwell, N.J.
In 1909. Einar Dessau of Denmark used a shortwave transmitter to converse with a government radio post about six miles
away in what's believed to have
been the first broadcast by a "hani"
operator.
In 1922. Mohandas K. Gandhi was sentenced in India to six
years in prison for civil disobeES

dience. (He was released after
serving two years.)
In 1937. some 300 people, mostly children, were killed in a gas
explosion at a school in New London, Texas.
In 1938. Mexican President
Lazar° Cardenas nationalized his
country's petroleum reserves and
took control of foreign-owned oil
facilities.
In 1940, Adolf Hitler and Benito Mussolini met at the Brenner
Pass, where the Italian dictator
agreed to join Germany's war
against France and Britain.

In (974. most of the Arab oilproducing nations ended their
embargo against the Uruted States.
Ten years ago: The Kosovar
Albanian delegation signed a U.S.sponsored peace accord following
talk, in Paris: the Clinton administration warned NAT() would act
against Serb targets if Yugoslav
leader Slobodan Milosevic rejected the agreement
Five years ago: Addressing
thousands of soldiers at Fort Campbell, Ky.. President George W. Bush
warned that terrorists could never
be appeased and said there was
no safety for any nation that "lives
at the mercy of gangsters and
mass murderers.' Overruling its
staff. the Federal Communications
Commission declared that an expletive the "F-word") uttered by U2
frontman Bono on NBC the previous year was both indecent and
profane.

In 1962. France and Algerian
rebels signed a cease-fire agreement, which took effect the next
day.
In 1965, the first spacewalk took
place as Soviet cosmonaut Aleksei Leonov went outside his
Voskhod 2 capsule, secured by a
tether
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success.

You can measure it in fancy
home.
Expensive car or dress.
But the measure of your
real success
Is the one you cannot spend.
It's the way your kids
describe you
When they're talking to a
friend
booklet is titled "Keepers" because so many Dear
Abby readers kept the poems,
essays and letters to re-read.
It can be ordered by sending
your name and mailing address,
plus check or money order for
$6 (U.S. funds) to: Dear Abby
-- Keepers Booklet, P.O. Box
447, Mount Morns, IL 610540447. Shipping and handling
are included in the pnce.
"Keepers" covers subjects
from temptation to forgiveness,
animals, children and human
nature. Filled with down-toearth nuggets of wisdom, both
witty and philosophical, it's a
quick and easy read, and an
inexpensive, welcome gift for
newlyweds, pet lovers, new parents or anyone recovering from
an illness because it touches
on a variety of subjects.
•
•
•

DEAR ABBY: My single,
40-year-old cousin. "Gail," has
two teenage daughters. Four
years ago she built a beautiful three-bedroom house that
she has never moved into.
Instead, she lives with her
mother and stepdad in a rundown farmhouse where her girls
share a bedroom.
Gail's mother is afrLid to
ask her to move out. and the
rest of the family can't understand why she would allow
her house to stand empty. Let
me add that Gail has an annual salary of almost six figures.
What's wrong with this
woman?
-PERPLEXED
COUSIN IN N.Y.
DEAR
PERPLEXED
COUSIN: Which woman? The
mother or the daughter? I suggest that you ask them that
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DEAR DR. GOTT: In my joints less commonly.
AS the inflammation persists
mid-40s. 1 began expenencing knee
and the condition worsens, new
pion and buckling My doctor told
bone begins to form as the body
me that it was probably arthritis
The pain then started to move to attempts to heal itself flats can
other areas of my body
cause restricted movement, stiffI am now 50 and have just
ness. inflexibility, bone outgrowths
been diagnosed with anky losing and more If the ribs are affectspondylitis ed, it can reduce lung capacity.
and several leading to difficulty breathing
Symptoms vary with the severherniated and
bulging discs ity of the ankylosing spondyinis
following an
Early signs often include pain and
stiffness of the lower back and hips.
MRI of my
usually following periods of macspine.
have tivity, such as an the morning
I
after sleeping all night. Over time.
pain down my
this feeling may progress up the
legs into my
feet and am
spine and into the shoulders or
unable
to down into the knees and feet.
Advanced symptoms include
bend my legs
sometimes I
fatigue, loss of appetite, weight
By
received
a loss, intis (eye inflrunmationi,
Dr. Peter Gott spinal injec- stooping, restricted expansion of
tion, but it
the ribs and chest, bowel inflamdidn't work. I experienced extreme
mation and more.
pain an the joints of my fingers,
There is no cure for ankyloswrists, hips, neck and legs. My.
ing spondylitis, but there are some
two pinky fingers have bent inward, treatments that can alleviate sympand I can no longer straighten them. toms.
I have seen a neurologist, who
There are several types of medsaid I have nerve damage. I have ications to reduce inflammation,
even expenenced severe needlepain and joint damage Some,
like sticks in my skin and am
such as Aleve. are asailable over
totally exhausted.
the counter. Others, such as peedIs all of this really the result
nisone, are available only by preof arthritis?
scription
DEAR READER: I believe
Physical therapy may provide
most of your symptoms are directpain relief and improve flexibilily due to the ankylosing spondyli- ty. By keeping the joints active,
fis. There Is one, however, that I
it can reduce or prevent inapproam unsure of — the needlelike
priate new bone growth, allowskin pain. Before I go into that, ing for fuller range of motion.
would like to take the opporSurgery is not commonly pertunity to explain first about this formed, but for those with severe
form of inflammatory arthritis.
Joint damage or deformities, repair
Ankylosing spondylitis is truly or replacement might he necesarthritis, but it is more related to sary.
rheumatoid arthritis than osteoNow, you will notice that
or age-related arthritis. It primanowhere in the above informanly affects the spine but can also tion did I mention skin tingling
occur in the nbs, hips. shoulders,
am, therefore, unsure whether
feet and eyes It affects other this is related.

Dr. Gott

ContractBridge

defender should approach every
deal with the attitude that the opposing contract can be defeated. This
may vometimes require him to make
what appears to be a suicidal piey.
but if that play offers the only hope
of defeating the contract, it must be
made.
Consider East's dilemma on this
deal. Ile wins the opening club lead
with the king and must then decide
is here the defense can get three more
tricks.
As can be seen, if he tries to cash

•••
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,Los
Angeles, CA 90069.
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41 Rice fields
45 Airport offenng
(hyph.)
49 Fjord port
50 Flamenco shout
51 Whimper
52 Very. informally
53 Make a fly
54 Ages upon
ages
55 Manage tor
oneself
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1 Thorny shrub
2 Black, in verse
3 Hitchhiker's
need
4 Kind of sale
(hyph )
5 Quebec
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8 Spite
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10 Lime cooler
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1-IERE MARCIE SNEAK UP BY
THE TEACHER'S DESK AND
DRYER
PLUG IN MY

thc club ace. South makes the contract easily. Declarer ruffs, draws
trumps and forces out the A-K of dia
moods. i he defenders cannot attack
hearts effectively from either side
while the diamonds are being established. and South eventually disposes
of his heart losers on dummy's last
two diamonds
However, East should realize that
South started with a singleton club,
since West almost certainly has four
clubs for his raise. East should further adopt the view that his partner is
very likely to have an ace for his bid,
as little else is missing.
The nest step i tit credit West
with an ace that will allow the contract to be defeated. The possibility
of West's holding the heart ace is
therefore dismissed, since if he has
that card (and declarer the other two
aces), the most the defenders can
hope to collect is two heart tricks.
Next, East throws out the possibility of West's having the trump ace, as
in that case South will end up with II
tricks.
The only hope therefore is that
West has the diamond ace. If he also
has exactly three diamonds. the
defense is in business.
Accordingly, at trick two Last lays
down the king of diamonds. When it
holds, he leads a second diamond to
West's ace and then ruffs the diamond return to sink the contract.

Tomorrow: Para av is.

1 Count on
5 Polite address
9 Capture
12 Play award
13 Atmosphere
14 Sonnet kin
15 Lounge
16 Tending toward
18 Contest hopeful
20 Moon of Jupiter
21 Before
22 Goes diving
26 Smelled bad
'9 AcIrrans!on
charge
30 GI entertainers
31 Pasture grazers
32 Travel word
33 Coat or sweater
34 Tax shelter
35 Aries mo.
36 Raises the
alarm
37 Rice entrees
39 Sushi-bar
selection
40 Ledge entry

L.151-EN JP, AT Tie RATE ne
ECONOrav 5 GOING, T45 COMPANY
MAY BE OUT OP auSINESS BY r
NEXT YEAR!

Arthritis limits
mobility

East dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•Q 107
•Q 109
*Q1 1097
41Q 2
WEST
EAST
+64
+82
• 84 3
•K 7 6
•A 8 5
110 K 4
40 7 6 4
•A K 98 5 3
SOUTH
•A KJ 9 5 3
VA 52
•6 3 2
*10
The bidding:
East
South
West
North
I,
I•
2•
2•
3*
4•
Opening lead-- four of clubs.
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42
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50

51
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53
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43
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23 Lairds accent
24 Mighty
—
oak
25 Bribes
26 Send off
27 Garr or
Hatcher
28 Europe-Asia
range
29 Fragrar,t tree
32 Corp execs
33 Salad with
apples
35 Chalet (hyph
36 Led to the
altar
38 Pretend
39 Titles like
Tarzan's
41 Dupe
42 Palm reader's
opener
(2 wds
43 Vivacity
44 Realty sign
45 Compost
46 Yale grad
47 Bridal notice
word
48 Business VIP
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MSU HOOPS ROUNDUP

Cross: WNIT is no consolation prize
RACERS, TROJANS PRESENT TWO DIFFERENT STYLES

kylossome
sympmedSome,
over
predy prcroside

Photo courtesy ED HAMILTON

Chastity Reed leads the Trojans with 18 points and nearly
eight rebounds a game

active.
RPProallow Lion
y persevere
repair
Dec,,-

WACRAR MIRA
Sports Editor
Murray State head coach Rob
Cross borrowed a line from one
of Kentucky's most famous
natives Abraham Lincoln when
he quoted the 16th President by
saying, "Ten percent of life is
what happens to you. Ninety
percent of your life is what you
make of what happens to you."
What happened to Cross'
Racer women's basketball team
was an early exit from the Ohio
Valley Conference Tournament
at the hands of Austin Peay after
MSU claimed the regular season
title.
In turn. the Lady Governors
will play Duke in the NCAA
Tournament, while Murray State
will play at Arkansas-Little
Rock Friday in the first round of

the
Women's
National
Invitational Tournament.
However. Cross, who is in his
first year at the helm of Murray
State, does not view the WNIT
as any sort of consolation prize.
"That's something that we've
talked about for most of the season," he said. "We've talked
about living in the moment and
taking care of what's in front of
you. Right now, what's in front
of us is a chance to win the
WNIT.
"What we have to worry
about is what we can control and
right now that's the fact that
we're in the WNIT. We have a
chance to play in the postseason
and trust me, there are a lot of
teams in the WNIT that are better than those in the NCAA
Tournament and Arkansas-Little

FleDAY
Murray State at
ArBiUssas-Little Rock
When. Friday 7 PM
WASVer Jen Stephens Center
Moo. WFGE :1037 Frti
Records Arkansas Lige Rock 26-6(15.
2 SSC, Murray Slate 22 8(16.2 OVC)
eerie* Record: Murray SWIM *Ms 4-2'
Wee& LiAtin nne gore
Lt Meeting Dec 17. 2004-L WAG Oft
us in iewest turnovers per game
in the nation," said Cross."They
do an outstanding job of running
their offense. Very efficient.
They're going to try to play the
game in the 50s and 60s.
Obviously, with us being one of
the top 10 scoring teams in the
nation, we like to play the game
in the 70s and 80s, so it's going
to be a contest of whichever

See CROSS,2C

PREP BASEBALL PREVIEW:
GALLOWAY CO. LAKERS

that
'Grata 'Ong
hether

Rock is one of them."
Like the Racers, ArkansasLittle Rock was ousted from the
Conference
Belt
Sun
Tournament
Middle
by
Tennessee State.
The Trojans won the West
Division with a 26-6 record
overall and finished 16-2 in the
conference. On the flip side.
Murray State was 22-8 overall
and 16-2 in the OVC.
That might be where the
comparisons stop.
UALR is ranked in the top
five nationally in four categories, including second in
turnovers per game (12.5) and
turnover margin (7.09), third in
assist-to-turnover ratio (1.2) and
fourth in scoring defense (52.3).
"They don't turn the ball
over, they are right there above

PREP FOOTBALL
ROUNDUP

Ready to reboot
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TOMMY DILLARD
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Ledger & Times

Calloway County receiver Chris Dobbins is joined by his
grandmother, Sandy Arnold (far left), mother Christie Arnold,
head coach Josh McKeel (left) and assistant coach Eddie
Morris as he signs his name to a National Letter of Intent to
play football for Lindsey Wilson College in a ceremony at the
CCHS library Tuesday.

Dobbins signs
with upstart
Lindsey Wilson
program
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NAIA PROGRAM LANDS
RECORD-SETTING
CALLOWAY RECEIVER

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & limes
Calloway County pitcher Casey Brockman (center) and the rest of the Lakers go through pregame introductions prior
to their 4th District Tournament game last season. The Lakers are looking to rebound from a disappointing ending
to their 2008 campaign

PITCHING IS X-FACTOR AS LAKERS LOOK TO COME BACK FROM DISAPPOINTING YEAR

.4

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
n paper, Calloway County's
stable appears to be full.
The Lakers lost just two names
off a 2008 roster that displayed
its potential in stretches but
faded in the postseason, missing out on
the region tournament for the first time
since 2004.
But as anyone who has been around
Laker Field knows, now-graduated stand:outs Josh Reynolds and Jacob Burks
provided much more than the average
roster spot.
Reynolds and Burks were leaders in
,every facet of the game, but especially
on the mound.
The senior pair formed Calloway's
one-two punch in district games and
picked up nearly every big-game start
in 2008.
. The result for 2009 is a remaining
pitching staff that is high on depth and
potential but low on relevant experience.
"It's probably just going to be a fullstaff effort to replace what those guys
brought because they could go seven
(innings) anytime they wanted." says
returning senior pitcher Casey Brockman, who is one of Calloway's arms
:charged with picking up thc slack.
"They pitched in all the big games.

so that will be hard to replace."
Pitching appears to be the X-factor
for Calloway going into the second year
of the Zach Hobbs era.
The Lakers were the victims of the
4th District gauntlet last season, falling
to Murray in the district tournament and
missing out on a regional berth for the
first time since 2004.
Things won't be any easier for Calloway this season. Marshall County is
widely considered an early favorite to
win the region while Murray figures to
once again engage Calloway in a
crosstown battle for the district's second regional berth.
Hobbs returns an offense that proved
capable of putting up runs en masse in
2008, especially during a midseason run
in which the Lakers defeated Murray
16-3 and 10-2.
At other times, the offense struggled.
But with an added year of maturity and
offseason work that Hobbs hopes will
lead to increased effectiveness in smallball situations, hitting should be a strength
for the Lakers.
Calloway also figures to field a strong
defense. Reynolds and Burks manned
the corner infield positions when not pitching last year. but the Lakers return the
rest of their fielders completely intact
On the mound, however, Calloway is

CALLOWAY CO.
LAKERS
Coach: Zacb Hobbs
Last pmr: 14-15(bat in *ono SAWNellen
Whor gone: Josh Reync.4. cts P. 38). Jacct Bur!cs (113,
Is)
Who's back: Casey Brockman (P. C. 28, SS OF),
Beau Bogard (OF), C J. Del(OF), Gage Workman (P,
28). Austin Ftwgrove (SS. P), Grant Wams(18, P),
Ben Hudson (OF, C), Logan Runs (3111) Hume,Seav
(C, 26). Koch Rudolph (C). Dytan Dwyer (OF. Pt
Who's now Chns Dobbins Of. PI, Cody Redden (18.
P 38), Garrett Cowen (P, $S.. Garrett Schwettman
(213), Tyler Greer(SS)
LAKERS'SCHEDULE
Match 23: Ltvingeton Central 24: Hersh IS: Comte/My
Chasten 21I, at Hirory Co Tee,) 30: SI Mary 31: at Graves
Co
epee 3. vs Hite (Tenn 10/ ys Teetswelt. 4: vs Nor* County
(Mc I/ vs Heels, 7- C,hosten Co * Graver CO 16- A
Devises Co %. 11. vs Muhertterg Soulls%. vs Henry CJAH.y
klenn )% IS:at St Mary. 17: vs Owensboro" IS. vs Cele/eon
Go'.vs Henderson Ca' 20 at Catewell Co 21. MayheAd 23
at Community Omelets 24: Medsorynee-atnrth moduere• 25:
Lone Osk' Frenklon-Sampoon" 27 at Marshal Co 2$. Marshall
Co 30: Hickman Co
WI 27 at Paducan Tiarrnan. 4, at Murtay,
Kerrey 7 at
Heath, 111: a Carkele co. 12: Caldwel. Co 14:51 Lone ow IS:
at Beard Memonsi

I - MoCalidien Co Wood flat Tournament
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a lesser known commodity. Hobbs says
hc has as many as seven capable gaiters.
•See LAKERS,3C

By BMW DILLARD
Sports Writer
When Chris Dobbins first
started talking to football coaches at Ohio Dominican University
this fall, he couldn't have known
it would eventually land him as a
member of the first recruiting
class at a brand new program in
his home state.
Dobbins, the second-leading
receiver all-time at Calloway
County, signed his name to a
National Letter of Intent to play
for Lindsey Wilson College in
Columbia. Ky.., on Tuesday at
the CCHS library.
He became the second member of Calloway's 2008 senior
class to ascend to the collegiate
ranks — quarterback Casey
Brockman will walk on at
Murray State next fall.
His landing at Lindsey
Wilson was purely coincidental.
Dobbins began talking to head
coach Chris Oliver when Oliver
was still an assistant at Ohio
Dominican.
When the first-time head
coach was hired at Lindsey
Wilson in early January, he
maintained contact with Dobbins
and eventually convinced him to
become part of the college's first
class since dropping football in
1935.
"The first thing that caught
my attention was that he's obviously a tremendous athlete," said
Oliver. "We're going to be
throwing the football around
quite a bit and he has experience

doing that there at Calloway
County and he has the statistics
to back that up."
But it was more than just his
athletic ability that drew Oliver
to Dobbins.
-Once I got to know him and
got him on campus. I saw he was
really the type of young man you
want to have with a start-up program," he said. "He's a highcharacter person."
Dobbins was part of
Calloway's record-shattering
2008 team that advanced all the
way to the Class 4A state semifinals and came within three
points of playing in the state
championship game.
The 5-foot-8 receiver began
talking to numerous colleges
after the season ended and enterinterest
tained
from
Campbellsville, Harding and
Lambuth before making the
decision to play for Oliver at
Lindsey Wilson.
"I like being able to start off
the program and be known as die
first group of seniors to play," he
said. "We'll be the first to wear
the pads."
Dobbins should fit in well
with Oliver's offensive scheme..
The Blue Raiders will run a
spread similar to Calloway's. As
one of two wide receivers in the
school's first recruiting class.
Dobbins knows his role will be
an important one early in his
career.
He'll have one year to
•See DOOMS,2C
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TEAM FINISHES IN TOP
THREE, MCKINNEY
PLACES SIXTH IN
MEDALIST RACE

2009 GMC Sierra
Crew Cab 2WD SLE

MSRP
Peppers Discount
Rebate

• Remote Vehicle
Start

By MSU Sports intormaeon
ONEONTA. Ala. - The
!s1un-a!, State wornen's golf team
sc3,Wed a tturd place finish Tuesday
at
the
I 5-team
Samford
Intercollegiate at
Limestone GC in
Oneonta. Ala_
Racers
The
final round 3024
was lour shots hetter than their fiN
round score on
McKinney Monday as they
finished with a
620, six shots behind second place
Samford.
Megan McKinney finished sixth
in the medalist race with rounds of
78-74=152, while teammate
Bethany Yates canied rounds of 7975=154 fora spot in 1 1 th place.

• b Speed Auto
ans

Stk.
#GT9023

MSRP
Peppers Discount..
Rebate

$64.095
- 9,500
- 8.500

'465095*

Your Price

• Navigation • Rear View • Heated &
• 22" Polished
System
Cooled Seats Aluminum Wheels
Camera

Stk.
#GT8236

(In 2009 Chevy Malibu 1LS
MSRP
Peppers Discount
Rebate

$21,475
- 1,947
-2,750

'16 5 778*

Your Price

•Power Windows • XM Radio
• Remote Keyless Entry
& Locks

and offensively, they are like a
well-oiled machine. They run a
lot of motion and screens.
You're probably going to see
every kind of screen they can
throw at you, so communication
is going to be key for us and
how we guard things is going to
be crucial.'
This is the third straight year
of postseason play for Murray
State and that's something that
Cross recognizes very few
teams have the opportunity at
this level to achieve.
"Our competitive juices are
flowing," he said. "They're anxious to be playing someone else.
It's kind of like the beginning of
the year when you're going
against yourself and you get
tired of seeing yourself on the
other side of the ball. You'd
rather see an opponent.
"They're a very good team
and we are too. I feel like we're
better than a lot of teams in the
NCAA Tournament. The NIT is
certainly not something that we
look at as a consolation prize,
but instead a chance to go out
and play more basketball and
we're excited about that."

From Page 1C
team's style wins out at the end
of the night."
Sophomore forward Chastity
Reed leads the team in scoring,
averaging 18.2 points per game
and in rebounding, averaging
7 7 boards per game.
Junior guards Anshel Cooper
and Kim Sitzman average 12.9
and 10 1 points per game
respectively, while sophomore
point guard Asriel Rolfe averages 5.5 points per game and
leads the team in assists, averaging 4.5 per game. Rolfe is
ranked first in the Sun Belt and
fifth in the nation in assist-toturnover ratio with a 2.4 mark.
Freshman Marian Kursh
averages 6.3 points and 5.7
rebounds while starting for the
Trojans.
Cross' focus, however, will
remain on Reed, who Cross says
is difficult to compare to anyone
in the OVC.
"Chastity Reed is pretty
good, she can put it on the floor,
she can shoot it a little bit,"
Cross said. "She's a great athlete, long arms, great rebounder.
"They are such a good team

wowed 11

Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your 41,1TO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St • Murray. KY•153-3115

EAST REGIONAL
First Round
Thursday. March 19
At Greensboro Conseum
Greensboro. N.0
Texas i22-11) vs Minnesota (22-10)
7 10 p m
Duke t28-61 vs Binghamton (23-8) 30
(mutes lollowing
Al The Wachovia Center
Philadelphia
Viltanova (26-7) vs American 124 71
7 20 p m
UCLA 25-8) vs Virginia Cornrnonwealn
i 24 -91 :30 minutes following
Friday. March 20
Al Taco Bell Arens
Boise, Idaho
Xavier (25-71 vs Portland State (23-9).
7 25 p m
Florida State (25-91 vs Wisconsin (19121 30 minutes following
Al UD Arena
Dayton. Ohio
Oklahoma State 122-11) vs Tennessee
(21-12) 12 25 p m
Pittsburgh (28-4) vs ETSU (23-10), 30
minutes following
SOUTH REGIONAL
First Round
Thursday. March 19
Al Greensboro Coliseum
Greensboro, N.C.
LSU (26-71 vs Butler (26-5) 12 20 p m
North Carolina (28-41 vs Radford (2)11) 30 minutes following
Al The Sprint Ctriliei
Kansas City. Mo.
Clemson (23-81 vs Michigan (20-13)
7 10 p m
Oklahoma k 27-51 vs Morgan Stale (2311) 30 minutes following
At The Rose Garden
Portland. Ore.
Gonzaga (26-5i vs Akron )23-121 725
pm
Illinois (24-9) vs Western Kentucky (248), 30 minutes followng
Friday, March 20
Al American Airlines Arena

From Page 1C
become accustomed to college
life without football, however.
Lindsey Wilson doesn't begin
play in the NAIA's Mid-South
Conference until the fall of 2010.
The Blue Raiders will hold 15
official spring practices a year
from now, but until then, it's
weightlifting and conditioning
for the 19 signees, who will all

• 30 MPG Hwy.

Stk.
#GC9060

CD 2009 Buick Lacrosse CX
START SAVING NOW

Your Price

$9mo

$26,535
- 2,569
-2,000

$21 966*

46 Passenger
Seating

• Heated Seats
• Power Lumbar

• XM Had

100 + 50

Stk.
#GC9020

ALL DIGITAL
CHANNELS

CD 2009 Chevy Aveo 1LT 4 D

,•...

APR For 60 Months-

**

MAPR For 72 Months'

Payments As Low As
• 5 Speed Manual
Transmission

19924Per
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HD
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a oil

Sign up today and get

UPS,'

P.
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INIT11.10U7O
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:
•
4

S5.00/mo

Local Channels

• FREE HO with any Classic Plckage.

NBC

• 5 Premium Movie Channels tic:-(MO
Mo.
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•34 MPG Hwy

Stk.
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• FREE Activator....
• FREE Standard Professional Installation
• FREE HD OVR Unt
,
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Best HD DVR Available 9.

FREE
HBO &.5z
FOR II

MONTHS

Call today and he ready for the digital transition!

403 Maple St.(On the Court Square)• Murray, KY
270-753-0530

I 9% tor 72 months

'Whatever it takes, we want to he your car or truck company.
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Wake Forest (24-6) vs Cleveland State'
[25-101 30 minutes following
Al The Hubert H. Humphrey
Metrodorne
Minneapolis
Kansas 125-7) vs North Dakota Slate
(26-6). 12 30 p m
West Virginia (23-11) vs Dayton (26-7)
30 minutes following
Boston College (22 it vs Southern
California (21-121 7 20 p m
Michigan Stale (26-6) vs Robert Moms
(24-10) 30 minutes following
WEST REGIONAL
First Round
Thursday, March 19
At The Sprint Center
City, Mo.
Memphis (31-3) vs Cal Stale Northridge
(17-13) 1225 pm
California (22-10) vs Maryland (20-13).
30 minutes following
At The Wachovia Center
Philadelphia
BYU 125-7) vs Te.as <kW 12391 12 30
pm
Connecticut (2/-41 vs Chattanooga (1815l. 30 rThnutg7 fct.o.w.ng
At The Rose Garden
Portland, Ore.
Purdue (25-9( vs Northern Iowa (23-10).
2 30 p
Washington (25-8) vs Mississippi Stare
(23-12). 30 minutes folloy..ing
Friday, March 20
At Taco Bell Arena
Boise, Idaho
Marquette I24.91 vs Utah State 130-41.
12 30 pm
Missouri 128-6) vs Cornell (21-9). 30
minutes following

receive redshirts during their
freshman year.
"I really like that because it'll
give me a whole year to just get
my grades up and get a feel for
the college," he said. "The next
year, I should he ready for *season.
In high school, Dobbirti::
upped his production at wide
receiver from 739 yards as a junior to 1,132 his senior year. He
ended the regular season as the
state's 8th-leading receiver in
any class and finished with 2,014
career yards at Calloway.
Dobbins says a meeting with
coach Josh McKeel prior to his
senior year opened his eyes to the possibility of playing football in college.
"We had a talk in his office
and he said.'We can find a way
for you to play ball somewhere,- he recalls. "I took
advantage of it, started working
harder in the weight room and it
paid off on the field."
After posting eye-catching
numbers as a senior, football
immediately became the primary
consideration in Dobbins' college search.
"I just wanted to play ball,"
said the three-sport athlete, who
plans to major in physical education with an eye toward coaching."That's what I've known my
whole life and I wanted to go
somewhere where I'd get a shot
at playing time."
Lindsey Wilson certainly
looked attractive from a playing
time standpoint, but Dobbins
was also impressed with the
small-campus atmosphere-the
school has an enrollment of just
over 1,500.
But it was Oliver that sold the
program for him.
"He reminds me a lot of
coach McKeel." he says. "He's a
faith, family, football kind of guy
and whenever he says stuff like
that, it just puts me in the mindframe of coach Mac. That's the
kind of guy I like to be around"

Penn, I, tr a Ye4r

WOOD Electronics
Disclaimer

Miami
Syracuse (26-9i vs Stephen F Austin
124-71. 12 15 p m
Anzona Stale (24-9i vs Tempie12230 minutes following
MIDWEST REGIONAL
First Round
Friday. March 20
At UD Arena
Dayton, Ohio
Louisville (28-5) vs Morehead Stale (20-,
15) 710 pm
Ohio State (22-10) vs Siena (26-7) 30
minutes following
At American Airlines Arena
Miami
Utah 124-91 vs Anzoila 09-131 7 10

•Dobbins

COME ON GET

MSRP
Peppers Discount
Rebate

row*

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
NCAA Tournament Glance
By The Associated Press
All Times EDT
Opening Round
Al UD Arena
Dayton. Ohio
Tuesday, March 17
Morehead Stale 58 Atabama Stale 43

•Cross

2008 Cadillac
Escalade Ext

M"isciAtamzs

•••

21st in the
field or 79 competitors after scores
of 78-7157. Andrea Downer and
Morgan Cross finished in a tie for
48th place. Dovrtier had scores of
84-80164, while Cross had rounds
of 77-87=164.
Alexandra Hinteregger finished
the tournament in 54th platy playing as an ukin kiwi after scores of
81-84=165.
Jacksonville State was the wintier of the 36-bole event with a team
599.
South Alabama (621) was the
place
with
fourth
team,
Btrnungham Southern (6231.
Kennesaw State (625), Tennessee
Tech(632).Troy (635),Austin Peay
(6381. and Belmont (645) making
up the top-I0. Eastern Illinois(652)
finished 11th. while Evansville
(652), UAB (664), Western
Kentucky (675), and Montevallo
(680)rounded out the field.
The Racers' next event is the
Saluki Invitational at Hickory. Ridge
GC in Carbondale, III. March 2930.

fl

$.33,940
-4,209
-4,000

yourprice$25:131*
• Power Driver Seat
• 5 3 L V8 Engine

C'CP

McKinney contribates to
Racers' rally at Samford

PEPPER
Choi/Mot, Cadillac,
Buick, Pontiac, Offle
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SportsBriets
II The Lady Laker softball
skills clinic will be followed by
Meet the Lakers on Saturday.
March 21 from 9 a.m. to noon at
Lady Laker Field or indoors in
case of inclement weather_ There
is a $25 registration fee that
includes a T-shirt. Grades K-6 are
invited to attend. Contact Coach
Troy Webb at 293-3623 or
troy.webb @calloway.kyschools.0
S.

•The MHS Quarterback Club
will meet this Sunday. March 22
at 2 p.m. in the MHS cafeteria. All
parents and boosters should plan
on attending. Dates and plans for
next year will be set

SPORTS
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UK HOOPS ROUNDUP

Kentucky turns back clock, then turns back UNLV

!I20'1 30

7 10
State

State
?6-71
the,.

JAMES CRISP /AP
Kentucky s Jodie Meeks. right, gets his shot blocked by
UNLV s Deshawn Mitchell during the first half of the NIT at
Memorial Coliseum in Lexington Tuesday night

MOrriS

By JEFFREY McMURRAY
Acsnriaten Press Writer
LEXINGTON. Ky.(AP)— It
had been decades, not years,
since Kentucky played in this
tournament or this building.
Despite his team's dominant
showing Tuesday night. Billy
Gillespie didn't sound anxious to
return to either anytime soon.
Jodie Meeks scored 19 points
and Patrick Patterson added 16
as Kentucky got past UNLV 7060 in the opening round of the
National Invitation Tournament,
the first NIT appearance since
1979 for a Wildcats team accustomed to bigger stages in March.
"I don't think anybody in that
building tonight wanted us to be
playing in this tournament, but I
doubt anybody who came to the
game didn't enjoy the game."
Gillespie said.
That was partly due to the setting, which was both historic and
loud. Although this year's
Wildcats team has seldom
resembled the championship

ones led by %owci) Adolph kupp.
for one night the players and fans
got to turn back the clock — sort
of.
With Rupp Arena unavailable
due to a scheduling conflict,
Kentucky hosted a game at
Memorial Coliseum for the first
time since 1976. But Gillispie
brushed off a suggestion that the
team could schedule a game
there next year.
"I would think in these economic times, unless we could
squeeze NOM/ in there, I think
we'll stay at Rupp," he said.
A sellout crowd of 8,327 people packed the smaller gym. The
crowd was loud dunng tirneouts
and deafening during the highlight plays. At times. Gillespie
could be seen touching his ear.
unable to hear a player standing
right next to him.
"More than usual, the crowd
was active," Patterson said."We
were just having a lot more fun."
If there was lingering disappointment after the Wildcats

snapped a 17-yeal sileak oi dunked hack 111 t”. Patierson
appearing in the NCAA tourna- The Memorial Coliseum crowd
ment, it didn't show on the court. erupted on that play as the teams
Kentucky i 21-13)scrambled for headed to the Itx keg- ',Km].
Patiers)ni clopped in 11
every loose ball, building a 20point lead midway through the rebounds tor his 15th doublesecond half then weathenng a double of the season. He also
late surge by UNLV (21-111 to sparked the learn Mt it h his hustle.
advance to the next round at one point l sing to delleei
against the winner of Creighton ball out of N)unds off a UNLV
player.
and Bowling Green.
Hams similarly gave the fans
"I think this is how we wanted to play all season," forward something to cheer, twice scorRamon Harris said "I'd say ing on dunks from inbound passwe're improving. and I don't es.
Kentucky built its early leai.d
think this is the wrong time to
improve."
despite cold shooting from
Leading 19-18 with seven Meeks, the all-Southeastern
minutes left in the first half. Conference guard. Meeks heated
Kentucky went on an 8-0 run to up in the second half, nailing two
early 3.. then hitting a critical
pull away.
The Wildcats stretched the jumper in traffic with three Minlead to 36-24 at halftime when utes left to half UNLV's comeDarius Miller missed a last-sec- back attempt.
ond layup. only to has
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From Page 1C
but all are unproven in big-game situations.
"I really think these guys we've got
stepping up this year are going to do a
really good job of just keeping us in
games." said Hobbs. **Defensively we're
going to be strong and I think we're
going to score more runs this year. So
if our pitchers can just keep us in games,
that's all we can ask for."
Calloway peaked several weeks too
early in 2008, then stumbled down the
stretch, losing four of their last five games.
Hobbs has shouldered the blame for
much of what took place last season,
suggesting he would have handled some
internal conflicts differently.
Those things are in the past. the Lakem say, and Brockman calls chemistry
this team's greatest strength.
"Most of these guys played football,
so we all know each other." he said.
"We know we can count on everybody
and we know what to do to get each
other motivated. We've been in tough
situations we know we can fight out of
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2003 Ford F-150 Lariat
4x4, 103,000 Miles,
TIC, PW/PL, CD, Leather,
Crew Cab.
Stk. #P7094A
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Country Club
Come See Our
.Champion Ultra Dwarf Bermuda Greens
•Nawly enlarged Senior & Le:dies Tee Boxes
'New 3;000-Square Foot Putting Green
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2008 Chevrolet Malibu LT
28,000 Miles, V6, Alloy
Wheels. Stk. #P7050

El( edified

r"tar

iJSED VEHICLES

Was $13,895, Now

12.695*

2008 Jeep Commander

24,000 Miles, T/C, PW/PL,
CD, Leather,
18" Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P7098

510,918*

0.1

13,000 Miles,
T/C, PW/PL. CD,
7 Passenger.
Stk. #CP633

16,975*

98,978
2002 Dodge Grand Caravan

2008 CheVireolet
Colorado

82,000 Miles.
T/C, PW/PL, CD
Stk. #CT8039A

• 4-

9,000 Miles, T/C, PIAI/PL, CD,
Crew Cab Z-71. Stk.#P7056

55,926'

2007 Chevrolet Avalanche LT

2008 Chevrolet Aveo IS
30,000 Miles.
Tilt/Cruise.
Stk. #P7073

52,000 Miles,
Leather/DVD.
Stk. #GT9165A

-I $22,881*

59,987'

2008 Chevrolet Cobalt Sport

2008 Chevrolet HIM LT

29,000 Miles, Heated
Leather, Moon roof, Alloy
Wheels, Spoiler.
Stk. #P7053

27,000 Miles, Chrome
Package. Stk. #P7054.
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Logan Burks will take over third. Redden will also see time at both corners.
Hargrove will start at shortstop while
Workman and junior Hunter Seay will
both see time at second base.
The Laker outfield returns entirely
intact with seniors C.J. Dial and Beau
Bogard and junior Ben Hudson roaming
the pastures. Dwyer and senior Chris
Dobbins, who returns to the team after
two years off, will also challenge for
playing time.
"We have about six to seven outfielders that I don't feel like we're giving
up a whole lot from top to bottom."
said Hobbs. "Whoever is hitting is who
we're going to be using in the lineup."
Calloway's batting order is far from
set. Williams and Brockman will likely
anchor the middle of the order with Dial
and Hargrove as daily fixtures near the
top as well.
Hudson and Hargrove split leadoff
duties last season and Hobbs expects to
employ a similar rotation this season.
but also mentioned Dwyer as a possibility in the top spot.
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last year in baseball and this year in
football."
In addition to pitching. Brockman will
need to be a jack of all trades for Calloway this season. On days he doesn't
take the mound, the senior will be shuffled among the outfield, middle infield
and catcher positions.
"With him being able to play anywhere, it frees us up so much because
we need his bat in the lineup," said
Hobbs. "If you can keep your everyday
offensive lineup pretty much the same
while being able to have flexibility defensively, it r.!- ally helps a lot."
On the mound. Brockman will be joined
by returnees Grant Williams and Gage
Workman, both of whom pitched significant innings last season. Hobbs also
expects to try out a slew of younger
pitchers, including freshmen Garrett
Cowen and Dylan Dwyer as well as
sophomore Cody Redden.
Junior shortstop Austin Hargrove will
also see time on the mound.
Williams will play first base on days
he doesn't pitch, while fellow junior

2008 Chrysler PT Cruiser Touring
1

17,000 Miles. TIC, PW/PL
CD. Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #CP600

GM Certified
VEHICLES
USED

512,978*
2008 Dodge Avenger SXT
roam

14,000 Mile TIC, PW/PL. CD Alloy
Wheels, Satellite Radio.
Stk #CP614

Was $13 887 Nows12

998

1s10,986*
-4

2005 Chevrolet Colorado LS 2008 Pontiac Grand Prix
57,000 Mdes, Z-71, 44, Crew Cab,
TIC, PW/PL, CD. Stk. #GT9127A.

ElCertified

33.000 Miles,
T/C, PW/PL,
CD, Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P7072

-1

USED VEHICLES

512,662*

Was $16,986, Now

U5

94,882'

786*

'Disclaimer All prices plus tax title and license additional $149 doc fee included Some photos for illustration purposes
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March is National Nutrition Month
March is National Nutrition
Month. With that in mind.
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital would like you to know
the top 10 reasons why consulting a registered Dietitian (RD)
can benefit you:
I. You have diabetes, cardiovascular problems. or high
blood pressure. An RD serves as
an integral part of your healthcare team by helping you safely
change your eating plan without
compromising taste or nutrition.
2. You are thinking of having
or have had gastric bypass surgery. An RD will help you learn
the proper foods to eat after surgery. Since your stomach can
only manage small servings, it's
a challenge to get the right
amount of nutrients in your
body. An RD will work with you
and your physician to develop
an eating plan for your new
needs.
3. You have digestive problems. An RD will work with

your physician to help fine-tune
your diet so you are not aggravating your condition with fried
foods, too much caffeine, or carbonation.
4. You're pregnant or trying to
get pregnant. An RD can help
make sure you get nutrients like
folate, especially during the first
three months of pregnancy, lowering your newborn's risk for
birth defects.
5. You need guidance and confidence for breastfeeding your
baby. An RD can help make sure
you're getting enough iron, vitamin D. fluoride and B vitamins
for you and your little one.
6. Your teenager has issues
with food and eating healthfully.
An RD can assist with eating
disorders like anorexia, bulimia
and overweight issues.
7. You need to gain or lose
weight. An RD can suggest
additional calorie sources for
healthy weight gain or a restricted-calorie eating plan plus regu-

MMA adds hours

lar physical activity for weight
loss while still eating all your
favonte foods.
8. You're caring for an aging
parent. An RD can help with
food or drug interaction, proper
hydration. special diets for
hypertension, and changing
taste buds as you age.
9. You want to eat smarter. An
RD can help you sort through
misinformation, learn how to
read labels at the supermarket,
discover that healthy cooking is
inexpensive, learn how to eat
out without ruining your eating
plan and how to resist work
place temptations.
10. You want to improve youi
performance in sports. An RD
can help you set goals to achieve
results - whether you're running
a marathon, skiing or jogging
with your dog.
For more information, or to
make an appointment with one
of Murray Hospital's Registered
Dietitians. c-.11 1 762-1834.

Murray Medical Associates
will extend their hours beginning Monday. March 23. They
will be open from 7 am - 5 pm
Monday through Friday. Dr.
Tiche Allen. Family Practice,
will be available to see patients

beginning at 7 am. Murray
Medical Associates is located at
480 West in the Medical Arts
building. To schedule
appointment, call

an

270-753-

Dr. Mello Miss

0704.

Photo provided

Registered dietitians and MCCH administration celebrate National Nutritional Month.
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KICKBOXING CLASS: Members of Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Center for Health &
Wellness participate in a trial kickboxing class taught by Gerald Dinh. The Center for Health &
Wellness is now offering a trial kickboxing class with the regular scheduled class coming soon.
For more information, call 270-762-1FIT.
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